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A growing number of spacecraft in Earth’s orbit leads to a fast gowning space
debris population. In order to limit that growth, it is necessary to remove
malfunctioning or out-of-order satellites and rocket bodies from highly
frequented orbital slots. Therefore, an active debris removal system (ADRS)
which docks to a debris object and changes its orbit is needed. The contact
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determine if gecko materials are still adhesive under near-space conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Proper functioning satellites are essential to most modern technologies.
However, an increasing number of space debris in specific functional orbits
poses a risk to the intended operation of spacecraft. To mitigate the risk of
satellite/debris collision events it is necessary to actively remove high-risk
objects such as non-functional satellites or spent upper stages from
corresponding orbits. This procedure is called active debris removal (ADR)
and is meant to be performed by robotic spacecraft.
An ADR system needs to be capable of approaching, capturing, detumbling
and deorbiting worthwhile debris. In order to achieve contact with targeted
objects, gecko-inspired adhesive materials can be utilised. In comparison to
other ADR concepts, the advantages of using gecko adhesives are, among
others, reusability and the dry adhesion without leaving a residue. The
adhesive force of gecko materials is made possible by their fungiform
microstructures, which adhere to various surfaces, materials and geometries
by means of van der Waals forces. Currently, the TLR of gecko adhesive
related application in aerospace industry is low.
To address this issue, the Gecko-Related-Adhesive-testBundles (GRAB)
experiment is scheduled to be launched on board the REXUS 22 sounding
rocket in March 2017. GRAB is exposing said gecko adhesives to a near
space environment, characterised by microgravity, low pressure, temperature
fluctuations and radiation, while measuring the adhesive forces. The
experiment's main objective is to observe how the mentioned materials
behave in comparison to a laboratory environment. The GRAB team is part of
the ExperimentalRaumfahrt-InteressenGemeinschaft e.V. (ERIG) located in
Brunswick, Germany. The ERIG is an astronautics-oriented association of
interdisciplinary skilled students, who design and build sounding rockets and
perform numerous space-related experiments.
The proposed paper will introduce the experiment setup and cover the data,
which will be collected during flight. Furthermore, the results of conventional
material tests on after-flight gecko materials will be presented. The paper will
also include a detailed description of the test mechanism and a thorough
experiment data analysis. Consequently, this is going to verify gecko
adhesives for space-related applications and improve the design of ADR
gripper systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Scientific/Technical Background

Although international common sense to avoid them, space debris are still
produced during almost every mission. Furthermore, space debris are not
only produced by missions, typically that are mission related objects like despinning devices or simply solid motor slag, but as well by explosions of both
operational and not operational spacecraft and by debris-spacecraft or debrisdebris collisions. Unfortunately, the Kessler effect, a cascading effect, where
more and more debris are produced by collisions, what makes collisions
themselves happen even more often with increasing debris population, is
barely avoidable [8], [9]. Therefore, it is necessary not only to avoid the
creation of new space debris, but to remove objects, that are likely to greatly
increase the debris population, if hit by space junk, from near Earth space [8].
Such objects are typically broken down or otherwise not operational payloads,
and rocket bodies (particularly spent upper stages). In order to remove an
object, it has to be approached, grabbed and attached and finally de-spun by
an active debris removal device (ADR). After stabilization the caught object
can be deboosted and consequently reenter the atmosphere or it can be
boosted into a graveyard orbit.
The Institute of Space Systems (IRAS-TUBS) is involved into development of
an ADR system. One research issue is how grappling of an object and
attachment to it can be realized. In order to achieve contact so called geckomaterial have proven themselves so far as very promising [10], [12]. The gist
of gecko materials is that by means of van-der-Waals forces, appearing
between the very fine hairlike structures of the materials and another material
they can be “glued” to any surface [11]. Moreover, many attach and remove
cycles are possible without significant losses of adhesive power [11].
Therefore, there is a strong synergy between the GRAB experiment and the
development of an ADR system at IRAS-TUBS.

1.2

Mission Statement

As stated above gecko materials are suitable to achieve contact between an
ADR satellite and a debris object. Generally speaking, geckos can be stuck
upon typical aerospace material. Additionally, the adhesive force of the
connection is bigger than the de-boosting or re-boosting thrust force of the
ADR-System [10]. As a consequence, successful removal of debris objects
can be achieved. The stated facts are proven in laboratory environment [10].
This complies with TRL 4. In order to achieve TRL 5 it is need to whether
similar adhesive forces can be achieved in relevant environment [13]. The
relevant environment is characterized by microgravity and cosmic radiation. It
is not known yet, how gecko materials will behave under such circumstances.
To achieve TRL 5 it was necessary to build a gecko material testing device
and to get it into the relevant environment. This has been achieved by
RX22_GRAB_SED_v5_04Jul17.docx

installing such device onto the REXUS rocket. During the flight of REXUS the
required environmental conditions - microgravity and cosmic radiation occured. Moreover, the gecko-material also experience high g-forces during
the ascent phase, which would also take place during the launch of an ADRSatellite.

1.3

Experiment Objectives

Primary and secondary experiment objectives are listed in the following
section. All primary objectives have been fulfilled during the microgravity flight
phase so we reached the minimum success. Additionally, if secondary
objectives would have also been fulfilled, the experiment would have been
considered fully successful.
We were able to fulfill the first three secondary objectives, but failed to repeat
the tests due to a mechatronic-related fault
Primary experiment objective:
The primary objective of the experiment is the verification of adhesion of
gecko inspired microstructures under microgravity and space environment
conditions.
Secondary experiment objectives:
1. Test three different gecko-inspired microstructures on up to four
different surface specimen .
2. Achieve time resolution in measurements at least as high as 50 Hz.
3. Achieve adhesive force resolution in measurements at least as low as
0,1 N.
4. Repeat tests throughout the complete microgravity phase.
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1.4

Experiment Concept

SURFACE
SPECIMEN

SPRING

GECKO

LOAD
CELL

MOTOR

The key elements of the GRAB experiment are a sample holding device, a
load cell with gecko inspired adhesive, a motor which moves which moves the
sensor back and forth. These key elements form a force measurement
module. Such module is shown in Figure 1: Experiment Unit. The whole
experiment consists of eight such experiment units.

Figure 1: Experiment Unit

In order to measure the adhesive force of a a gecko adhesive probe, it is
pressed onto the surface specimen, with a defined contact pressure for some
short time duration and then pulled off by moving the probe backwards. The
signal of the load cell is amplified, stored on board the experiment and also
sent to the ground via the RX-interface to have redundancy.

1.5

Team Details

1.5.1 Contact Point
Mr. M. Sc. Christopher Trentlage
TU Braunschweig
Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme
Hermann-Blenk Str. 23
38108 Braunschweig
grab@er-ig.de
0531/391-9976
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2

EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS

2.1

Functional Requirements

F.1.:Adhesive Gecko-inspired materials should be brought in contact with
different surfaces by means of linear actuators.
F.2.: While the material specimens are released forces should be
measured by means of load cells.

2.2

Performance Requirements

P.1.: The force measurement’s range shall be between -20 and 20 N.
P.2.: The force measurement shall be made with an accuracy of at least
+/- 0.1 N.
P.3.: The force measurement shall be made at a rate of 50 every second.
P.4.: The measurement shall be repeated at least three times for every
gecko-sample/surface-specimen combination during the microgravity
phase.

2.3

Design Requirements

D.1.: The mass of the experiment shall not exceed 5.5kg.
D.2.: The experiment shall fit into a 220 mm RX module.
D.3.: The experiment shall operate in the temperature profile of the
REXUS vehicle during launch and flight.
D.4.: The experiment shall withstand accelerating forces of the RX-vehicle
during launch up to 20 g in flight direction (RX +z axis).
D.5.:The experiment shall withstand launch vibrations.
D.6.:The experiment shall withstand microgravity.
D.7.: The experiment shall withstand a vacuum of 0.01 mBar
D.8.: The experiment shall work in temperatures from -10°C to +45°C.
D.9.: The experiment shall survive shipping to ESRANGE.
D.10.:The modules’ internal thermal dissipation must not heat up the outer
structure more than 10 °C above the ambient temperature [1, p. 41]
D.11.: The modules’ internal thermal dissipation must not heat up the parts
close to or in contact with the feed-through cable to more than +70 °C
[1, p. 41]
D.12.: A module’s internal thermal dissipation must not heat up parts
facing other modules to more than +50 °C [1, p. 41].
D.13.: The heat transport by convection must be limited in such a way that
the air temperature at the module interfaces does not exceed the
ambient temperature by more than 10 °C [1, p. 41].
D.14.: The experiment shall be able to be switched on and off several
times without performance issues.
D.15.: The experiment shall be able to deal with voltage varying between
24 V and 36 V DC.

RX22_GRAB_SED_v5_04Jul17.docx

D.16.: The peak power consumption of the experiment shall not exceed 3
A.
D.17.: The mean power consumption of the experiment shall not exceed 1
A.
D.18.: The design shall be such that radiated Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI) is kept as low as possible [1, p. 53].
D.19.: All power supply cables shall be twisted [1, p. 41].
D.20.: All data cables shall be twisted [1 p. 53].
D.21.:The experiment electronic system shall be able to use up to 28.8
kbps for downlink.
D.22.:The experiment shall be able to receive commands the RX-SODS
line.
D.23.:The experiment shall be able to receive commands the RX-SOE
line.
D.24.:The experiment shall be able to receive commands the RX-LO line.
D.25.:The experiment electronic system shall be able to use up to 28.8
kbps for data storage.
D.26.:The experiment electronic system should be able to store at least
10MB of data.
D.27.:The experiment shall be able to conduct measurements
autonomously in case connection with the ground segment is lost.
D.28.: The accuracy of the motor movement shall result in a force
resolution of at least 0.1N.
D.29.:The force sensors shall have an accuracy of at least +/- 0.1 N.
D.30.:The experiment electronic system shall be able to process the
sensor data with an accuracy of at least +/- 0.1 N.
D.31.:The measurements shall be repeatable.
D.32.:The moments of inertia shall be within permissible tolerances.
D.33.:The COG shall be within permissible tolerances.

2.4

Operational Requirements

O.1.: The experiment shall be able to conduct measurements
autonomously in case connection with the ground segment is lost.
O.2.: The experiment shall accept radio silence.

2.5

Constraints

C.1.: The budget is limited to 7,500 Euros.
C.2.: Availability of team members is limiting the experiment development
progress.
C.3.: Participation of team members at campaign events is limited by
external funding.
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3

PROJECT PLANNING

3.1

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

The work breakdown structure of the project is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Project Work Breakdown Structure

The project is divided into 6 main work packages. Work package 1000 is the
project management. This work package is subdivided into 4 sub work
packages.
Work package 1100 is the work planning. The work planning begins with a
rough estimation of the work that has to be done in the project. Based on this
estimation a decision is made, whether the ERIG team is capable to
accomplish the project within the specified time frame. In the next step, the
tasks that are necessary to conduct the project and to build the experiment
are specified in detail. The tasks are grouped to work packages. For every
task an estimation of required time and costs is carried out. The tasks are
arranged based on their dependencies in a Gantt chart. every task is
assigned to a team member who will carry out the specific task. Christopher
Trentlage is responsible for the work planning.
Work package 1200 is related to internal meetings. In this work package
internal meetings will be held on a regular basis. In this meeting all issues
related to the project are discussed and critical decisions are made. The
meetings inform the project leader about the status of the tasks. An overview
of the remaining budget is given in the meetings. Critical problems can be
discussed and solved. Lasse Maywald is responsible for the internal
meetings.
Work package 1300 is the documentation. Every team member contributes
to the documentation. The documentation includes the experiment
requirements, technical description of the experiment, the project
management, test planning, campaign planning, data evaluation and the
outreach. Lasse Maywald is responsible for the documentation.
Work package 1400 is the budget planning. For every task to accomplish a
budget is specified. It has to be verified that the project can be accomplished
with the given budget. A surplus has to be considered to respond to
RX22_GRAB_SED_v5_04Jul17.docx

unpredicted expenses. The work has to be carefully supervised to assure that
the project is within the budget. Christopher Trentlage is responsible for
budget planning.
Work package 1500 is the travel planning. Within this task the trip to the
launch site and the trips for the reviews are planned. Christopher Trentlage
is responsible for this work package.
Work package 2000 is the experiment design. This work package is
subdivided into 6 sub work packages.
Work package 2100 is the structure of the experiment. This work package
deals with the design of all mechanical components of the supporting
structure. The supporting structure is the part of the experiment that is
mounted to the rocket structure. It carries the test mechanism and the
electronics. Every part is designed in CAD. The assembly of all components is
done in CAD as well. Technical drawings of all components and the assembly
are created. Within this work package it has to be verified, that the
experimental setup will fit into the rocket module. The mass, the moments of
inertia and the centre of gravity have to be determined. Beside the mechanical
setup the stress analysis of all critical components has to be carried out to
proof that the experimental setup will withstand the acceleration forces during
the launch of the rocket. Daniel Rothe is responsible for the mechanical
design.
Work package 2200 is the test mechanism. The test mechanism is the
scientific part of the experiment. Every part and the assembly are designed in
CAD. Technical drawings of all components and the assembly are created. A
stress analysis of the components has to be carried out. The mechanism has
to be designed such that it can fulfil its scientific objective. This work package
overlaps with work package 2300 as the sensors and the motors have to be
integrated into the design. Lennart Ziemer is responsible for this work
package.
Work package 2300 is the electronics. The electronics have the task to
control the experiment and to acquire, handle and save the data. It consists of
power distribution, control unit, sensors, sensor interface, motor driver,
memory and data interface to the rocket. In this work package the
requirements for the force sensors have to be specified. A market analysis
has to be carried out to the find available sensors that fit the requirements as
close as possible. The sensors have to be purchased. The electronics have to
be designed such that they fulfil the requirements of the experiment. A power
budget has to be created to verify that the total power consumption is within
range. Furthermore, a data budget has to be created to assure, that the
amount of the generated data can be saved and transmitted. For the
electronics a schematic has to be created and a PCB layout has to be
designed. Moreover, a harness that connects the PCB to the sensors, motors,
and rocket interface has to be designed. Lasse Maywald is responsible for
the electronics design.
Work package 2400 is the software design. The software is implemented on
the control unit of the electronics. It provides the capability of the electronics
to control the experiment and to handle the data. In this work package an
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operating concept to fulfil all the tasks has to be created. Based on this
concept a suitable software architecture is selected. In the next step the code
is created. Malte Kießling is responsible for this work package.
Work package 2500 is the ground support. The ground control unit receives
the telemetry data of the rocket. The data are saved to a hard disk. The data
can be optionally displayed to check the actual state of the experiment. Malte
Kießling is responsible for the ground control.
Work package 3000 is the building of the experiment. It is divided into 4 sub
work packages.
Work package 3100 is the procurement. Within this work package all
commercial off-the-shelf components are bought. Lennart Fox is responsible
for this work package.
Work package 3200 is the manufacturing. In this work package all
components are either manufactured in the in-house workshop, or
manufactured externally. Julian Baasch is responsible for this work package.
Work package 3300 is the assembly of the experiment. Within this work
package all mechanical parts are joined to build the structure. The test
mechanism is mounted onto the structure. The PCB is assembled with the
electronic components. The electronic device is mounted onto the structure.
Then, the harness is assembled and mounted to connect sensors and motors
to the electronics. Benedict Grefen is responsible for the assembly.
Work package 3400 is the software programming. In this work package the
built program is flashed to the control unit of the electronics. Malte Kießling is
responsible for this work package.
Work package 4000 is the validation. this work package is divided into 5 sub
work packages.
Work package 4100 is the electronics validation. First all connections are
tested with a continuity tester. It has to be verified that no short circuits are
present. The current consumption of the electronics is measured and checked
whether it is in range. It is tested, that the electronics drive all motors
correctly. Lasse Maywald is responsible for this work package.
Work package 4200 is the measurement unit validation. The sensors are
tested with calibration weights. It is tested that the force curves are sampled
correctly. Lasse Maywald is responsible for this work package.
Work package 4300 is the software validation. It is tested, that the sampled
data are processed and saved correctly. The saved data is analyzed and
checked for plausibility. A data consumer is implemented to simulate the data
bus of the rocket. The data that is sent from the electronics to the rocket is
sampled and checked for plausibility. Malte Kießling is responsible for this
work package.
Work package 4400 is the overall system validation. Within this work
package it is tested if all parts of the experiment work together correctly. The
operation for the time of the rocket flight is simulated. The data are analysis
and checked for plausibility. Benedict Grefen is responsible for this work
package.
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Work package 4500 is the integration week. Within this work package the
experiment is integrated to the rocket module. The module is tested under
vacuum and vibration conditions. The experiment is connected to a simulated
rocket interface. The current consumption is monitored. Lasse Maywald is
responsible for this work package.
The launch campaign work package 5000 includes the travel planning work
package 5100, the experiment preparation work package 5200, the
experiment integration work package 5300, the analysis work package 5400
and final report work package 5500.
Christopher Trentlage is responsible for the travel planning work package
5100, the experiment preparation work package 5200 and the experiment
integration work package 5300. The analysis work package 5400 will also
be done by Christopher Trentlage. The data analysis also includes the
measurements of the evaluation tests (work package 4100).
Work package 6000 is the Outreach work package. Work package 6100 is
the general Outreach. The general Outreach includes the news about the
experiment these will be published on the homepage of ERIG e.V.
Furthermore, posts about the GRAB experiment will posted on Facebook. On
the website of TU Braunschweig and Institute for Space Systems will be
publish our results. Work package 6200 is the ILA. On the ILA we will have
an exhibition about ERIG e.V. and the RX experiment. Julian Baasch and
Pascal Mindermann are responsible for that work packages.
Team members not mentioned in the package descriptions will back up their
colleagues.
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3.2

Schedule

The Gantt chart in Figure 3 gives a general overview of the RX-GRAB project.

Figure 3: Gantt chart
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3.3

Resources

3.3.1 Manpower
Table 3-1 depicts the manpower available during the GRAB project.
Table 3-1: Manpower
Name

2015
2016
2017
Sep Nov Dez Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul Aug Sep Okt Nov Dez Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul Aug

Baasch, Julian
Dürkopp, Alexander
Fox, Lennart*
Grefen, Benedict
Harms, Simon
Kießling, Malte*
Kurilov, Maxim*
Maywald, Lasse*
Mindermann, Pascal*
Nicolay, Sebastian
Rezaei, Farangis
Rothe, Daniel*
Stelzer, Tobias
Trentlage, Christopher*
Ziemer, Lennart*
Availability of team members
>70%
30 - 70%
< 30%

3.3.2

*main team member
100% = 60 h per Month

Budget

Table 4-2: Budget planning

Component

Supplier

€

Budget

RX - Ground Plate

ZARM

/

ZARM

RX-Plate holding brackets

ZARM

/

ZARM

250

ZARM

Semi-finished
PTFE)

materials

(Al

& Aluminium-onlineshop/
duelplast

Linear-actuators

Haydon Kerk

576

ZARM

Load Cells

ME-Systeme

1600

ZARM

PCB-manufacturing

Ätzwerk

200

ZARM

Electronic components

various

300

ZARM

∑ Debit

2926

∑ Credit

7500

Travel expenses to the CDR as well as to the launch site in Kiruna will also be
paid by ZARM.
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3.3.3

External Support

The RX-GRAB experiment was backed up by ERIG e.V. All project team
members are also members of the ERIG e.V.
The TU Braunschweig helped with our Outreach. We have had a cooperation
with the Institute of Space Systems (TUBS). The Professor of Institute of
Space Systems Enrico Stoll was excited to see GRAB on a RX.

3.4

Outreach Approach

For our Outreach we had several mediums where we can publish our REXUS
project.
First to mention the ERIG homepage and the Twitter- and Facebook-sites:
http://www.er-ig.de/cms/
https://www.facebook.com/erig1999/?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/erig_bs?lang=en
The homepage of the TU Braunschweig and Institute of Space Systems have
also offered to publish our REXUS project:
https://www.tu-braunschweig.de/
http://www.space-systems.eu/index.php/en/the-institute
We exhibited the project on the ILA 2016. Furthermore, the TU Braunschweig
had an open day where we exhibited the project and communicated with all kind
of interested Persons. There were a number of talks (Astroherbst) dealing with
space-exploration and as well –engineering. Members of the ERIG were there to
present our current projects, including the GRAB experiment. Afterwards we were
also able to present a functional semi-integrated version of our experiment and
had interesting conversations the audience. The presentation itself can be found
in APENDIX B.
In addition, we want to publish our research results in specific aerospace
magazines.
During launch-campaign we kept the world updated via facebook, but also largely
via twitter.
As a visual medium we used our Youtube-Channel for documenting the
integration and also to sum up the post-flight-measurements at ZARM:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZLl9S0w76pCpwLz-L2meQg
Like every year our university also had its TU-Night this year.:
https://www.tu-braunschweig.de/presse/veranstaltungen/tunight/
Due to us being in Visby for the PAC-Symposium we could not personally attend
this event, but our club had a poster to explain interested people what we were
doing.
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To bring the campaign to a nice end and to have a last use of the experiment
itself we want to build a demonstrator inside a frame, where you can push a
button to move all of the arms. The measured forced will then be plotted on a
built-in display.

3.5

Risk Register

The following risks have been identified by the team.
Risk ID
TC – technical/implementation
MS – mission (operational performance)
SF – safety
VE – vehicle
PE – personnel
EN – environmental
Probability (P)
A. Minimum – Almost impossible to occur
B. Low – Small chance to occur
C. Medium – Reasonable chance to occur
D. High – Quite likely to occur
E. Maximum – Certain to occur, maybe more than once
Severity (S)
1. Negligible – Minimal or no impact
2. Significant – Leads to reduced experiment performance
3. Major – Leads to failure of subsystem or loss of flight data
4. Critical – Leads to experiment failure or creates minor health hazards
5. Catastrophic – Leads to termination of the REXUS and/or BEXUS programme,
damage to the vehicle or injury to personnel
Table 3-3: Risk Register

ID

Risk (&
P
consequence if
not obvious)

TC10

Power from
RXSM
insufficient
Failure of a
motor
Failure of a
force sensor

TC20
TC30

S

PxS

PxS

Action

Installing
batteries

B

2

B2

very low

B

2

B2

very low

A

2

A2

very low

TC40
Failure of
control
module

B

3

B3

low

Acceptable
risk: no action
Acceptable
risk: no action
Electronic selfchecks for
crashes and
resets if
necessary
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TC50

TC60
TC70

TC71

TC80
TC90

TC100

Failure of
measurement
amplifier
Thermal
overload
Data storage
damaged
during
recovery

B

2

B2

very low

Acceptable
risk: no action

A

4

A4

very low

installing
radiator

B

3

B3

low

Data is also
sent via RX
downlink

very low

A

3

A3

RX downlink
fails

B

3

B3

low

A

4

A4

very low

B

2

B2

very low

Acceptable
risk: no action

general
component
failure
Failure of
temperature
sensor

TC110
Failure of
ADC during
integration
TC120

TC130

TC140

Failure of
ADC during
flight
Damage of
the
measurement
section due to
electrostatic
discharge
Gecko
material
damaged
during travel

B

1

B1

very low

A new one can
be easily
mounted on
the PCBs
pinheader

B

2

B2

very low

Acceptable
risk: no action

B

3

B3

low

GND
connection

Very low

Take spare
samples to
flight campaign

very low

Make sure
everything is
secured on the
structure

very low

All electrical
components
will be properly
isolated

A

2

A2

SF10
Parts detach
from structure
SF20

Check data
storage before
launch
Data is also
stored on
board
Order spare
components,
or order new

Data storage
is full

Team
member
suffers
electrical
shock during
integration

A

A

2

2

A2

A2
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PE10
Breakup of
the Team
PE20

PE30

VE10

Team
member
cannot work
for a period
Team
member not
available
during launch
campaign
Experiment
cannot be
recovered or
data storage
is destroyed
during
landing

A

4

A4

very low

Breakup
unlikely due to
sufficient
members and
back up by
ERIG e.V.

B

1

B1

very low

Back for team
members is
sufficient

B

1

B1

very low

Back for team
members is
sufficient

B

3

B3

low

Data is also
sent via RX
downlink

VE20
RX despin
has a failure

B

4

B4

low

Insufficient
funds

A

4

A4

very low

work delays

B

1

B1

very low

MS10

MS20

Correction
calculations
must be done
with the data
Unlikely due to
financial
support from
Institute of
Space
Systems TU
Braunschweig
Other
members of
ERIG e.V. help
out
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4

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

4.1

Experiment Setup

Figure 4: GRAB experiment unit (top view)

One experiment unit is assembled as depicted in
Figure 4: GRAB experiment unit (top view). It consists of eight specimen
mounts, each containing a surface sample and eight measurement modules.
Presumably the surface specimen will be eight of the following: titanium,
stainless steel (painted, eloxed, face milled), aluminum (plane, round), glass,
solar panel surface and MLI. The eight measurement modules, each holding a
different gecko-material will be positioned in the shape of an X.
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The experiment units’ electronic compartment will hold eight measurement
amplifiers, a microcontroller, a data storing device and also a transmitter, in
order to be able to send data to the RXSM.

Figure 5: GRAB Block Diagram

It is planned to use at least two experimental units. No. I above the base plate
No. II below. The base plate will be attached to the inside of the RX-hull (see
Chapter Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.).
Only the power provided by RXSM via the DSUB-Port interface will be used to
drive the experiment. It will be distributed by the electronic systems to the
motors and the load cells.
It is intended to use the RXSM commands to start the experiment and to send
experiment data via downlink. Also via the DSUB interface.
An overview of the GRAB-experiments’ functional blocks and interfaces is
provided in Figure 5.
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4.2

Experiment Interfaces

4.2.1 Mechanical
The experiment ground plate was be screwed into four brackets that were
connected to the launch container as shown in Figure 6: Experiment mount.
Bolts, nuts and washers used to mount the brackets to the baseplate as well
as the hull are listed in Table 4.
Table 4: List of parts used to mount the baseplates

Component

#

Bolts M5 x 18 (internal hex)

24

Nuts M5

24

Washers M5

24

Bolts M4 x 18 (internal hex)

24

Nuts M4

24

Washers M4

24

Figure 6: Experiment mount
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4.2.2

Electrical
DSUB Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

4.3

Type
Power (28V)
Charging
SODS
SOE
LO
EXP Out +
EXP Out GND (28V)
Power (28V)
N/A
N/A
Charging Return
EXP In +
EXP Out GND (28V)

Usage
Experiment Power
not connected -not used
Used / logged
Used / logged
Used / logged
Downlink (non-inverted)
Downlink (inverted)
Experiment Ground
Experiment Power
N/A
N/A
not connected -not used
Uplink (non-inverted)
Uplink (inverted)
Experiment Ground

Experiment Components

The following components will be parts of the GRAB experiment.
Table 4-5: Experiment components

Component

Weight[g] Mat.

#

Supplier

€

Status

RX - baseplate 790

Al

2

ZARM

/

del

RX-Plate
holding
brackets

67

Al

8

ZARM

/

del

4

Al

8

ERIG

10

del

Spring adapter 11

Al

8

ERIG

10

del

Guidance-top

27

PTFE

16

ERIG

/

del

/

del

Load
adapter

cell

Guidancebottom
Spring
Specimenholder

38

PTFE

8

ERIG

1.6

steel

8

Gutekunst 10

del

68

Al

2

ERIG

20

del

Motor mount

37

Al

8

ERIG

15

del

Switch mount

4

Al

8

ERIG

5

del

Switch

6.9

8

RS-Online 2.77

del

Comment
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Motor
Mount
1.3
Screw 1

steel

16

Hardware
/
Store

del

Motor
Mount
2
Screw 2

steel

16

Hardware
/
Store

del

Motor
Nut

0.5

steel

32

Hardware
/
Store

del

Specimen
Holder Screw

2.9

steel

8

Hardware
/
Store

del

Specimen
Holder Nut

0.5

steel

8

Hardware
/
Store

del

Baseplate
Holder Bracket 2
Screw

steel

24

Hardware
/
Store

del

Baseplate
Holder Bracket 0.7
Nut 1

steel

24

Hardware
/
Store

del

Baseplate
Holder Bracket 0.9
Nut 2

steel

24

Hardware
/
Store

del

M5 Screws

7

steel

32

Hardware
/
Store

del

Electronics
compartment

53

CfK

1

ERIG

/

del

Compartment
nuts

0.7

steel

10

Hardware
/
Store

del

Compartment
screw

1.7

steel

10

Hardware
/
Store

del

Mount
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Linear actuator 35

misc.

8

Haydon
Kerk
72
prototypes

del

Load Cell

12

Al

8

MESysteme

200

del

60

misc

1

Ätzwerk
o.ä.

65.32

del

PCB
#2
40
measurement

misc

1

Ätzwerk
o.ä.

46.47

del

Optocoupler
DIP4

misc

3

RS-Online 0.205

del

SD-card holder 6.9

misc

1

ebay

del

DC/DC
converter

misc

1

RS-Online 14.98

del

ATMega 8535
+ Socket DIL 11.3
40

misc

1

RS-Online 4.23

del

Temperature
sensor
DS18b20+

misc

1

Watterott

del

Instrumentation
amplifier
0.5
AD623 DIP8

misc

8

RS-Online 4.63

del

Stepper drivers
2.8
allegro a4988

misc

8

Watterott

del

PCB
mainboard

#1

0.25

5.3

1

3.17

2

6.44

Online shop
in America,
nevertheless
extremely
short
shipment via
FedEx
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RS422
RS485
transceiver

to
misc

1

RS-Online 5.53

del

ADC

misc

2

Watterott

del

Operational
1
amplifier DIP16

misc

3

RS-Online 1.29

del

Common mode
choke
12
2x330uH

copper

1

ERIG

del

Various
resistors,
capacitors, etc

misc

1

Cap:
0805

100n

Cap:
E2.5-7

100u

1

20

16.07

/

RS-Online

del

ERIG
misc

1

ERIG

/

del

misc

9

ERIG

/

del

Cap: 10u E2.57

misc

1

ERIG

/

del

Cap: 22p 0805

misc

2

ERIG

/

del

Cap:
0805

misc

16

ERIG

/

del

Cap: 22u 0805

misc

16

ERIG

/

del

Chrystal:
16mhz QS

misc

1

ERIG

/

del

10K 0805
1K 0805
3K 0805
SUB-D 9

8.8

misc
misc
misc
misc

18
4
3
2

ERIG
ERIG
ERIG
ERIG

/
/
/
/

del
del
del
del

SUB-D 15

16

misc

1

ERIG

/

del

Screw terminal
1.4
6

misc

8

RS-Online /

del

1000p
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Screw terminal
0.93
4
Pinheader
1.4
FE08-1
Pinheader
2.8
FE08-2

misc

8

RS-Online /

del

misc

18

RS-Online /

del

misc

1

RS-Online /

del

Motor harness

6

misc

8

ERIG

/

del

Load
harness

6

misc

8

ERIG

/

del

PCB connector 20

misc

1

ERIG

/

del

RXBX cable

31

misc

1

ERIG

/

Tbo?

1

Var

8

IRAS

/

del

cell

GeckoSpecimen
∑

4879

2905

Status:

Abbreviation:

to be ordered

tbo

designed

des

ordered

o

in production

p

delayed

d

delivered

del

m out of n parts delivered

m/n

Table 4-6: Experiment summary table

Experiment mass (in kg):
10.3 kg
Experiment dimensions (in m):
Ø 0.356 x 0.220
2
Experiment footprint area (in m ):
0.1
3
Experiment volume (in m ):
0.022
Experiment expected COG (centre of X:0mm / Y:-1mm / Z:~113mm (0=abs.
gravity) position:
bottom)
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4.4

Mechanical Design

4.4.1 Overview
The design of the overall experiment system is shown in Figure 5: GRAB
Block Diagram. Each experiment unit (Figure 1: Experiment Unit) was
mounted to the base plate. The surface-specimen holder was connected to
the ground plate. To support the units during LO, they were surrounded by
Linear Guidance Blocks (Shown in Figure 16: Linear guidance blocks with
threaded rods).

Figure 7: mechanical design, overview.
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Figure 7 gives an overview of the GRAB design and its mechanical interfaces
with
the
REXUS
vehicle.

Figure 8: GRAB sectional view

Figure 8 is a sectional view of the experiment. The main components are
labelled.
A strength calculation for the base plate is included in 8.2Appendix B .
All mechanical components manufactured by ERIG were made out of
aluminium, except for the endstop- and the probe-mounts, which were 3dprinted out of PLA. The Linear Guidance Blocks were made out of teflon in
order to minimize the forces due to friction. The springs mounted in between
the motors and the gecko samples are made out of steel. The screw joints
were not fixed with Loctite.
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Figure 9: Detail: Gecko <-> Surface combinations lower Baseplate

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the order of Gecko-Materials aswell as their
respective surface-sample. Starting from the lower left corner, the order of
combinations for the lower baseplate is:
1

Bottom-left

PU-T70 <-> Al

2

Upper-left

PDMS <-> Al

3

Upper-right

PDMS <-> acrylic

4

Bottom-right

PU-T70 <-> acrylic
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Figure 10: Detail: Gecko <-> Surface cominations upper Baseplate

The respective order on the upper baseplate is as follows, again starting from
the lower left corner and moving clockwise:
1

Bottom-left

PU-B50 <-> acrylic

2

Upper-left

Nanoplast <-> acrylic

3

Upper-right

Nanoplast <-> Al

4

Bottom-right

PU-B50 <-> Al
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Th
4.4.2

The arms

Figure 11: one of the eight arms

Figure 11: one of the eight arms shows one of the 8 moving Arms with the
Gecko Material. Each arm consists of (from left to right):











a motor-mount
an end-stop
a screw, that connects the load cell to the motors shaft
the load cell itself
an adapter, that connects the load cell to the spring
a spring
a gecko material mount
a gecko material sample
Each motor-mount was mounted to the respective baseplate with four
screws (M4). Each linear actuator is attached to its respective motormount via two screws (M3).
During nominal runtime, the driving axis moved back and forth several
times in order to get enough data to get reliable results. Sadly, this did
not work during flight. The motor presses the gecko material onto the
specimen surface until the defined force is detected by the
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measurement system. Then it reverses the motion and measure the
force needed to retract the material from the specimen.

Figure 12: The Spring

Figure 12 shows the spring, which helped dosing the force.

Figure 13: Linear actuator

The main components, Linear Motors and the Force Sensors were tested in a
vacuum chamber before the campaign. After 15 Minutes there was no
evidence of overheating.
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Figure 14: End stop switch

To avoid any damage and possible disturbances for the other experiments,
there was an end-stop switch, shown in Figure 14. The Switch was mounted
to the Motor mount via an extra part.
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4.4.3

Linear Guidance and Specimen holder

Figure 15: The Specimen holder with sample materials

The Specimen holder was mounted to the baseplate with four screws, to
minimize the possible movement of the materials. It holds four different
materials on its four sides oriented to the Arms.

Figure 16: Linear guidance blocks with threaded rods

The linear guidance blocks seen in Figure 13 supported the otherwise free
hanging arms during liftoff and made sure, that the Gecko material hits the
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surface of the specimen. They were cut out of teflon blocks and mounted to
the Baseplate with four M5 Screws.
4.4.4 The electronics compartment
Figure 17: electronics compartment shows the part that holds our three
PCB´s. We decided to put a “wall” in between the mainboard and the PCB
that contains the measurement electronics, such as the instrumentation
amplifiers and the ADCs, to provide an extra layer of shielding.(Niemand hat
die Absicht eine Mauer zu bauen!) The PCBs were mounted using spacers.
The Compartment is made out of CfK.

Figure 17: electronics compartment
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4.4.5 The testing units
In order to be able to test parts of the electronic system, especially the linear
actuators, we printed a PLA model of one of the eight arms.

Figure 18: the first testing unit

Figure 19: second version of the testing unit
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4.5

Electronics Design

Figure 20: Electronics Design Overview

4.5.1 Overview
The experiment consists of two three separate PCBs. The mainboard
contains the switching mode power supply, the Microcontroller as well as the
SD-card. Another PCB contains the eight instrumentation amplifiers, as well
as the two four-channel ADCs. The third PCB contains the eight stepper
drivers. The measurement PCB connects to the mainboard via a 9-pin DSUB
(DE-9). Its pinout is listed in the Table 7: Pinout of the connection cable. The
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motor-driver PCB connects to the mainboard via a 15-pin DSUB. The PCBs
shall share a common GND. Another 9-Pin DSUB connects each of the eight
end stop switches to the mainboard.
Table 7: Pinout of the connection cable (mainboard <-> measurement-PCB )

Pin #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

function

SDA

Alert_1

/

GND

GND

SCL

Alert_2

+5V

+5V

Table 8: Pinout of the connection cable (mainboard <-> stepper-driver-PCB )
Pin #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

function

STEP1

STEP2

STEP3

STEP4

STEP5

STEP6

STEP7

STEP8

+5V

GND

+28V

ENB1

ENB2

DIR1

DIR2

Table 9: Pinout of the endstop-cable

Pin #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

function

SW5

SW4

SW3

SW2

SW1

SW8

SW7

SW6

GND

4.5.2 Microcontroller
The microcontroller’s task is to control the position of the motors/gecko
samples according to their current position and the measurements of the load
cells as well as logging its data. It is connected to eight stepper drivers, which
control the stepper-motor’s phase current. The microcontroller is also
connected to a SD card writer, a RS422 chip, two four-channel measurement
amplifiers. We used an ATMega 8535 instead of the microcontroller
mentioned in previous versions of this document, because it features more
GPIOs, that we need due to the structural/mechanical changes since the
PDR.
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Figure 21: Quarz and ISP

Figure 22: layout of the mainboard (GND-Polygons not shown)
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Figure 23: The mainboard

Figure 23: The mainboard shows the current and final version of the
experiments mainboard. Note, that the PCB shown in this photo is not actual
flight hardware
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4.5.3 Motor control unit
Each of the eight steppers (linear actuators) is controlled by its own stepper
driver. Our motor-controller of choice is the a4988, as shown in Figure 24,
because it is well known for its reliability. The other reason for our choice is its
simple interface, which reduces the amount of external circuitry and memory
of the MCU.
The a4988 is interfaced by three Signals (DIR, STEP, ENB). When ENB is
being pulled to GND, the drivers internal FETs are activated. A raise of the
input voltage (0 to 5 V) at the STEP Pin then causes the motor to perform a
step. The signal on the drivers DIR Pin determines, whether the motor is
turning clockwise or counterclockwise and as a result of this moving the
respective arm forwards and backwards.
Other than stated in previous versions of this document, we now have two
instead of three motor groups. This is due to structural changes (no more
radial motion of the sample materials → no radial steppers needed). Each of
the groups now consists of four linear actuators (Haydon Kerk G4 19000).
Each motor can be controlled by its unique STEP Pin. All motors of a group
share common ENB and DIR Pins.
In order to keep power dissipation due to transformation at a minimum, we
use the a4988´s PWM capabilities to power the steppers coils. We were able
to successfully test the motors functionality under vacuum conditions.
End-stop switches will be implemented on each of the actuators, in order to
be able to find a “parking position” and prevent them from damaging
themselves. For our experiment, only one end-stop per arm is necessary,
since movement towards the middle of the rocket is constantly monitored by
the respective force transducer (after having made contact to the surfacespecimen).
A reservoir-capacitor (100 µF) will be mounted across the VMM and GND to
ensure a steady flow of current during switching.
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Figure 24: The driver carriers schematic as sold by the manufacturer [14]

When being operated in full-stepping mode, the current draw of a single coil is
described by a square wave. As you can see in Figure 25, the current in each
coil at any given moment is 70% of the maximum rated current per coil of
0.14 A.
The overall current a stepper draws during motion therefore is:
I stepper =2∗ I coil =2 ∗0.14 A ∗0.7=0.196 A

The resulting power dissipation then calculates to:
2

2

Pstepper =2∗ I coil∗ Rcoil =2∗ 0.98 A∗ 85.5 Ω=1.64 W

This is about half the rated dissipation of 3.38 W as is stated in the actuators
datasheet.
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Figure 25: Excerpt from the a4988's datasheet illustrating the current over time

Figure 26 illustrates the current and voltage in a motors coil during operation.
Note, that the motor driver automatically adjusts the duty cycle of the PWMSignal, when the current reaches a current greater than ~0.1 A. The exact
current limit can be set by adjusting the voltage drop across a potentiometer
on the stepper driver carrier.
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Figure 26: Voltage and current over/in a single coil over time, using SPICE.

The following calculation illustrates a stepper driver’s power dissipation during
operation, with an average duty cycle of 30%:
= 4∗

∗

∗

4 ∗ 0.098

∗ 0.320Ω ∗ 0.3 = 0.0037

RDSon in this calculation is the drain-source-resistance of a motor drivers
FET and since the current of 0.098 mA has to pass two of those per coil (dual
H-Bridge), we have to multiply by two.
The Pins of the MCU each stepper driver is attached to are listed in Table 10.
Table 10 Pinout for the stepper drivers
Pin of
MCU

PA0

PA1

PA2

PA3

PA4

PA5

PA6

PA7

PB0

PB1

PB2

PB3

Functio
n

STEP
8

STEP
7

STEP
6

STEP
5

STEP
4

STEP
3

STEP
2

STEP
1

DIR
2

DIR
1

ENB
2

ENB
1
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Figure 27: layout of the stepper-driver-PCB (GND-Polygons not shown)
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4.5.4 The measurement section
The measurement section now consists of a dedicated PCB containing
connections to the 8 force transducers (8 wheatstone bridges), each of which
is connected to a rail to rail instrumentation amplifier (AD623) with a fixed gain
of 1000. The amplifiers reference voltage is set to VCC / 2 = 2.5 V which lets
us measure both, pushing and pulling forces. Each amp’s output voltage is
digitalized by one of the two four-channel 16-bit ADCs (ADS1115) that can be
interfaced via I2C.

Figure 28: two versions of the measurement PCB

Figure 28: two versions of the measurement PCB
The pre-amplified signal of each load cell at the nominal force of 20 N (the
voltage V1 ↔ V2 in figure 12) is 0.5 mV/V. Since we apply a voltage of 5 V to
the bridge, our nominal voltage is 2.5 mV. Because we do not expect higher
forces/voltages than that, an amplification of maximal 1000 fits meets our
needs, by amplifying the bridge-voltage to a maximum of ± 2.5 V.
The relationship between bridge voltage and acting force is:
V
(0.0025
20 N )

V out 1=F ∗

Solving for F results in:
20 N
(0.0025
V)

F=V out 1 ∗

The force corresponding to a certain output voltage of the amplification stage
(Vout2 in Figure 29: The measurement section) therefore calculates to:
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F=

(V out 2 −2.5 V )
1000

20 N
(0.0025V
)V

out 2

>2.5 V

20 N
(0.0025V
)V

out 2

<2.5 V

∗

and
F=

( 2.5V −V out2 )
1000

∗

note, that V out 2 >2.5 V VOUT2 indicates a pushing force, whereas V out 2 <2.5 V
indicates a pulling force. V out 2=V ref =2.5V Indicates the absence of any kind
of force acting. A breadboard model of this circuit has been build and
successfully tested. For a complete schematic take a look at page Fehler!
Textmarke nicht definiert..
Additionally, a one-wire temperature sensor & ADC module will be attached to
the MCU on Pin MC4.

Figure 29: The measurement section

Figure 28: two versions of the measurement PCB shows the first “homeetched” version of the measurement PCB, as well as the second, which was
ordered from an external manufacturer. The second is the flown PCB.
4.5.5 The ADC
We used Texas Instrument´s ADS1115 to digitize the amplified signals of our
load cells, because it fitted our needs in terms of resolution, sampling rate and
number of channels. The ADC´s were controlled via I2C. Each ADC´s I2C address was determined by the voltage on its “addr” Pin (In our case VCC
and GND). Each ADC is connected to four of the eight outputs of the
amplification stage.
Each ADC maps the input voltages, which may range from 0 V to 5 V to a
16 bit value. That way, at least in theory, the smallest measurable difference
in voltage is:
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5V
=0.0000763 V
16
2

However, since our reference voltage is set to 2.5 V, our resolution for each
measurable type of force (pushing & pulling) calculates to:
16

2
15
bit =2 bit
2

Theoretically,
the
smallest
measurable
force
(0.0000763 V )
20 N
Fmin =
∗
=0.0006104 N =0.61 mN
1000
0.0025 V

(

)

Figure 30: layout of the measurement-PCB

would

be:
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4.5.6 Power distribution
A common mode choke helps to keep noise created by the DC/DC converter
at a minimum. Decoupling capacitors deal with voltage cuts that may occur.
The majority of the electronic components used in our project rely on a supply
voltage of 5 V, which is going to be supplied by a low-noise switch-modepower supply, whose absolute maximum Ripple is 10 mVrms, as stated in its
datasheet. The stepper motor drivers will be connected to both 28 V (for the
motors) and 5 V (for the internal logic). The reference voltage (2.5 V) for the
instrumentation amplifiers will be supplied by the buffered output of a voltage
divider. Our SD-Card module contains an internal linear voltage regulator that
steps down 5 V to the needed logic level of 3.3 V.

Figure 31: Power distrubution

Figure 32: Vref
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4.5.7 Data Storage and Downlink
Experiment data was planned to be stored locally on a SD card. The SD card
module was interfaced via SPI. Data was sent down via the provided RS422
interface which connects to a RS422 to RS232 transceiver that is hooked up
to the ATMega´s UART. As mentioned in the RX-manual, LO, SOE and
SODS signals are interfaced by an optocoupler. Take a look at Figure 33 and
Figure 34 for further information.

Figure 33: Interface as mentioned in the rx-manual
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Figure 34: I2C and SPI

4.5.8 Cable management
After multiple integrations, we noticed, that we vastly underestimated the
amount of effort to manage the projects wiring ( especially wires leading from
the electronic- compartement to each of the baseplates). In order to be able to
(dis)assemble the experiment easily, a cable harness has been developed.
Two additional DSUBs (one delivering current to the linear actuators and
another for interfacing the load cells as well as the end stop switches)

4.6

Thermal Design

All components are approved to operate at -10 °C and less. Therefore no
thermal chamber test was necessary. The gecko material samples were not
damaged when exposed to temperatures of -10 °C.
Table 11: Component thermal ranges table

Component Operating T (°C)
Survivable T (°C)
Comments
min
max min
max
Linearactuator
-10
75
Unknown
Unknown
Load Cell
-10
70
-30
85
A4988
(stepperdriver)
-20
85
Unknown
Unknown
max488EESA
(serial
converter)
-40
85
Unknown
Unknown
Atmega 8535
(MCU)
-40
85
Unknown
Unknown
Load cell
-55
120
-55
120
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measurement
amplifier
SD card
writer
voltage
regulator

-10

85

-40

125

-15

70

-30

85

-40

125

Unknown

Unknown

It is sure that the experiment did not produce large amounts of heat.
Therefore, heat management was not necessary. The following calculations
show, that our thermal requirements (D.11 to D.14) are met.
D.11:
To show that the experiment cannot heat up the outer structure by 10 °C the
necessary operating time with all components working is calculated. It is
assumed that the complete power directly dissipates into the outer structure
without any heat drain.

=

alu

∙

outer structure

∙∆

896
=

∙

∙ 1,696
13,5

∙ 10
= 1126

The necessary operating time was not reached. More than 90% of the
assumed heat is produced by the linear motors which did not run more than
360 s at a time. This worst case scenario also validates D.13. The only parts
facing other experiments were the bulkheads. They have nearly the same
mass as the outer structure and cannot be heated up to more than 50 °C.
D.12:
To show that the modules’ internal thermal dissipation does not heat up the
parts close to or in contact with the feed-through cable to more than +70 °C,
the hottest parts in the experiment are picked out. The hottest parts in our
experiment are the linear motors. They can reach an operating temperature
up to 75 °C recording to the data sheet. This temperature can only be reached
by continuous operation. The linear motors will work not more than 360 s at a
time.
D.13:
See D.11.
D.14:
Heat transport by convection can only occur on the ground. On the ground the
linear motors will just operate for testing purposes for a short time. The
electronics have a heat dissipation of less than 1 W which cannot lead to heat
transport by convection that exceeds the ambient temperature by more than
10 °C.
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4.7

Power System

4.7.1 At lift-off
At lift-off the following parts were activated:
 MCU
 Downlink
 SD card writer
 Temperature sensor
 Measurement circuitry
During this phase, the motor controllers/motors were disabled. There was a
self-test, during which the motors and sensors drew current.
The power-consumption during this Phase calculates to:
= ∗ = 5 ∗ 0.146 ∗ 4/3 = 0.97
4.7.2 Microgravity phase
The parts that have been enabled before remain enabled. At the start of
experiment, the motors and sensors were enabled.
During this Phase, the power consumption is:
= 0.97 + 8 ∗ 1.64W + 0.0037W = 14.12
(Refer to chapter 4.5.2 for a more detailed calculation)
4.7.3 After Flight
The experiment remained active as long as power is available and SOE was
set.
Table 12: power consumption of the main components
Quant Component
Voltage Current
Power
ity
(V)
(mA)
(W)
8
stepper driver 28
198
1.64
linear actuator

1
8
8
1
1
1
1

ATMega8535
Load cell
AD623
MAXEESA
SD-Card
DS18B20
DC/DC
converter

5
5
5
5
3.3
5
28

50
8,5
0.55
1
50
1

Comments
current is limited
by driver
IC
(refer to chapter
4.5.2 for more
information)

0,25
0,0255
0,00275
0,005
0.165
0.005
Efficiency ~75%
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∑

4.8

28

504.2

14.12

Software Design

4.8.1
Purpose
The software of the GRAB experiment has full control over the experiment
and its command and data handling and does that fully automated.
Controlling the stepper motors and gathering the sensor data at a fixed poll
rate needs to be done while parallel running constant diagnostics of the
experiments’ health and both storing and sending the gathered data to the
ground support equipment over the RXSM downlink.
To achieve this, a finite state machine with fixed update rate will be designed
that allows operation on the data for all participants. The C Programming
Language will be used to program the on board Microcontroller unit (MCU).
4.8.2

Design

4.8.2.1 Data and Result Safety

The software controls the whole experiment. It is critical that it can react to
any possible problems. These can be separated into several categories.
Errors that will reset the experiments microcontroller/software (temp. power
loss, software errors causing resets, …)
Errors that result in data corruption (Losing parts of the transmission,
mistakes while writing onto the storage device, …)
Errors that cause a destruction of the experiments electronics and therefore
software (crash of the experiment, overcurrent, …)
For the first type it was important that the software is able to notice them and
can resume nominal operation. To avoid data corruption and to help finding
these errors directly before resuming, it will put an error package (specified in
the protocol) onto the data storage and downlink outputs.
The second category can be addressed by building a strong protocol that has
unique identifiers for the beginning and end of the data packets. That allows
reconstruction of data packages even if both stored and transmitted data are
corrupted.
Destruction of the experiment is something that the on board system cannot
reacted to. However, because of the downlink it is assured that at least some
experiment data can be recovered. By using two storage devices the chance
of data survival after a possible crash is also increased.
4.8.2.2 Interfaces

Internal and downlink/RXSM communication will use several interfaces. The
downlink will be using RS422 over a UART-controlled external controller. The
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measurement amplifier can also be controlled by UART. The storage
controllers will be accessed over SPI or I2C.
For both the Downlink and the storage of the measurements and other data
that are generated theses interfaces need to be able to transmit at certain
speeds. In a worst case scenario, the protocol generates a 100% overhead
(when transmitting only 1 measurement/package etc.). This worst case is
what will be used for the following calculation.
Each of the sensors generates two bytes (16 bit) of data per measurement.
Since there are six sensors polled at 50Hz there will be
50

∗2

∗ 2 protocol overhead ∗ 6 = 1.200

/

for the raw measurements.
Additionally, for every measurement package the positions of all eight stepper
motors will be transmitted.
50

∗ 2

∗ 2 protocoll overhead ∗ 8 = 1.600

/

The Status package is transmitted at max 4 times per second. That takes
another 40bytes/second.
This results in the minimum overall storage and downlink transmission speed
1.600
+ 1.200
+ 40
= 2.840
= 22.72
4.8.2.3 Data Protocol

The data protocol will encapsule all transmitted data. Every data package is
spilt into three parts, the header, the data themselves and the checksum. The
header includes a 1-byte long start of package indicator.
The header holds basic information about the package, including the (relative)
timestamp of creation, length of data section and the type of the transmitted
package.
The data section holds the package-specific data and can be empty. Finally,
the checksum is used to ensure the transmitted data including the header are
correctly transmitted. It is calculated by adding every byte of the header and
the data section together and then calculating the results modulo with 0xFF
(255).
=

+

+⋯+

0

With every data package being verified by a checksum, corrupted data can
easily be identified and removed in the final analysis of the received data.
However, this does not cover errors in the transmission where whole parts of
the transmission are lost. For that a 1-byte long start-of-package indicator
(SOP) is send within each header. It has the fixed format “11011011” and is
used to recover and identify the beginning of new packages. With a SOP
sequence in use it is also (theoretically) possible to fill the remaining
bandwidth of the downlink transmission with 0-bytes. That would also help
recovering data in case of more critical problems with the connection.
The data protocol is described in detail in Appendix E.
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The saving to the SD-Card will be done as simple as possible. Only raw
(protocol) data will be written to the card via SPI. The storage is disabled until
SODS is received.
The fact fact that we generate a lot (~28kbps) of data per second allows the
data to be written without prior buffering directly over the spi bus. The current
write pointer will be stored in the eeprom and can be reset by inserting a sdcard with all 0xff in the first block. The pointer that is stored shall be of the
following block so that in case of a restart no data are overwritten.
4.8.2.4 Software Overview

The complete flow diagram of the software can be found in Appendix E.
The software parts itself into different modules. Each module represents
either a finite state machine, or implements some sort of IO abstraction.
The overall software flow follows is shown in the Figure below.
Startup Output

Startup Diagnostics

Enables the output queue to the downlink and the storage devices

Enables the Diagnostics

Wait for SOE

Status Check

Power up

Experiment has not been active yet

SOE recieved
Experiment has been active already

Experiment

Calibration finished

Calibration

End of Microgravity

End of Experiment

Figure 35: Overview of the Software Flow

The other existing modules focus mainly on the abstraction of the output
streams (storage and downlink) and the motor controlling.
4.8.2.5 Implementation

The implementation of the on-board Software will be done in C99. For
compilation gcc-avr will be used. Programming of the chip will be done using
ISP and avrdude.
4.8.2.6 Protocol Error Detection

To detect error both in the uplink and in the downlink packages, a simple
procedure is used: first the receiving end waits for the SOP sequence. Then it
starts to read the package in until the checksum is read. If data are missing,
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this results in a value being used that is not the actual checksum, wich results
in it being wrong. If the data are just corrupted, this will also be the case.
If that case is reached, the software simply drops the package and waits for
another SOP sequence. The Ground station software will also make a note
that a package error has occurred.

4.8.2.7 Uplink usage

The uplink can be used to put the software into a testing mode. In that mode
all the rocket signals can be simulated by the uplink and the SD-Card write
pointer can be reset. Testing mode is to be exited by issuing a reset. This is
also be done using the uplink. The protocol has packages specified for that.
Since the uplink is only used after user input, it is to expected that no more
that a few packages are sent following each other. That results in nearly-no
average datarate, and peaks that are to be expected around 10 Bytes per
second.

4.9

Ground Support Equipment

The ground station was a computer (laptop) that had a small piece of software
installed that stored the transmissions received over the rs232 port or from a
TCP/IP connection directly onto a file on its hard drive. Additionally, it
displayed the information of the status and error packages.
4.9.1 Ground Station software
The use of the TCP/IP interface is preferred, but RS232 was fully supported
by the software.
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The software of the ground support equipment was written in a system
programming language called D. See Figure 36Screenshot of the GSE GUI
for a screenshot of the GUI. It consists of two tools. One to read data from the
downlink and stores them on the hard drive and one to extract all experiment
data to CSV for further analysis.

Figure 36Screenshot of the GSE GUI
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5

EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION AND TESTING

5.1

Verification Matrix

Table 5-1: Verification table

ID

Requirement text

Verification

F.1

The load cell shall measure the forces
acting upon it.

T

1

F.2

The Linear Actuators shall move the
Load cell on one axis.

T

2

P.1

The force measurement’s range shall be
between -20 N and 20 N.

T

3

P.2

The force measurement shall be made
with an accuracy of at least +/- 0.1 N.

T

4

P.3

The force measurement shall be made
at a rate of 50 samples per second.

R

P.4

The measurement shall be repeated at
least three times for every geckosample/surface-specimen combination
during the microgravity phase.

R,T

D.1

The mass of the experiment shall not
exceed 5.5kg.

T

D.2

The experiment shall fit into a 220 mm
RX module.

A,T

D.3

The experiment shall operate in the
temperature profile of the REXUS
vehicle during launch and flight.

T

D.4

The
experiment
shall
withstand
accelerating forces of the RX-vehicle
during launch up to 20 g in flight
direction (RX +z axis).

A, T

D.5

The experiment shall withstand launch
vibrations.

A, T

D.6

The
experiment
microgravity.

survive

A, I

D.7

The experiment shall survive a vacuum
of 0,5 mBar

I, T

6

D.8

The experiment shall work under
temperatures from -10°C to +45°C.

R, T

7

D.9

The experiment shall survive shipping to

R, I

shall

Test
Nr.

Status

5
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ESRANGE.
D.10

The
modules’
internal
thermal
dissipation must not heat up the outer
structure more than 10 °C above the
ambient temperature.

A

D.11

The
modules’
internal
thermal
dissipation must not heat up the parts
close to or in contact with the feedthrough cable to more than +70 °C.

A

D.12

A module’s internal thermal dissipation
must not heat up parts facing other
modules to more than +50 °C.

A

D.13

The heat transport by convection must
be limited in such a way that the air
temperature at the module interfaces
does
not
exceed
the
ambient
temperature by more than 10 °C.

A

D.14

The experiment shall be able to be
switched on and off several times
without performance issues.

A

D.15

The experiment shall be able to deal
with voltage varying between 24 V and
36 V DC.

R, A

D.16

The peak power consumption of the
experiment shall not exceed 3 A.

A, T

8

D.17

The mean power consumption of the
experiment shall not exceed 1 A.

A, T

9

D.18

The design shall be such that radiated
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) is
kept as low as possible.

T

D.19

All power supply cables shall be twisted.

I

D.20

All data cables shall be twisted.

I

D.21

The experiment electronic system shall
be able to use up to 28.8 kbps for
downlink.

A

D.22

The experiment shall be able to receive
commands the RX-SODS line.

A

D.23

The experiment shall be able to receive
commands the RX-SOE line.

A

D.24

The experiment shall be able to receive
commands the RX-LO line.

A

D.25

The experiment electronic system shall

A
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be able to use up to 28.8 kbps for data
storage.
D.26

The experiment electronic system
should be able to store at least 10MB of
data.

R

D.27

The experiment shall be able to conduct
measurements autonomously in case
connection with the ground segment is
lost.

A

D.28

The accuracy of the motor movement
shall result in a force resolution of at
least 0.1N.

R, A

D.29

The force sensor have an accuracy of
at least +/- 0.1 N.

R

D.30

The experiment electronic system shall
be able to process the sensor data with
an accuracy of at least +/- 0.1 N.

R, A

D.31

The measurements shall be repeatable.

A

D.32

The moments of inertia shall be within
permissible tolerances.

D.33

The COG shall be within permissible
tolerances.

O.1

The measurement shall be repeated at
least three times for every geckosample/surface-specimen combination
during the microgravity phase.

A
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5.2

Test Plan

Table 5-2: Test 1

Test number

1

Test type

Functional Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test level/procedure Acceptance Test/ Testing the linear movement of specimen
and duration
holder. 1h
Test
duration

campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 1 to 5)

Test campaign date

08.10.2016

Test completed

NO

Table 5-3: Test 2

Test number

2

Test type

Functional Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test level/procedure Acceptance Test/ Testing the measuring of forces while
and duration
pressing on and removing specimen. 1h
Test
duration

campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 1 to 5)

Test campaign date

08.10.2016

Test completed

NO
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Table 5-4: Test 3

Test number

3

Test type

Functional Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing the ability to transmit data. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 1 to 5)
duration
Test
date

campaign 08.10.2016

Test completed

NO

Table 5-5: Test 4

Test number

4

Test type

Functional Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing the ability to store data. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 1 to 5)
duration
Test
date

campaign 08.10.2016

Test completed

NO
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Table 5-6: Test 5

Test number

5

Test type

Functional Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing the ability to be controlled by
RX commands. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 1 to 5)
duration
Test
date

campaign 08.10.2016

Test completed

NO

Table 5-7: Test 6

Test number

6

Test type

Performance Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing force measurement range by
test mass. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 6 and 7)
duration
Test
date

campaign September 2016

Test completed

NO

- 74 Table 5-8: Test 7

Test number

7

Test type

Performance Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing force measurement accuracy
by test mass. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 6 and 7)
duration
Test
date

campaign September 2016

Test completed

NO

Table 5-9: Test 8

Test number

8

Test type

Design Test

Test facility

ZARM (integration week)

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing the ability to withstand launch
vibration loads by using a vibrating table.

Test
campaign 1 day
duration
Test
date

campaign During integration week

Test completed

NO
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Table 5-10: Test 9

Test number

9

Test type

Design Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Testing the experiment operation in a
vacuum chamber. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day
duration
Test
date

campaign September 2016

Test completed

NO

Table 5-11: Test 10
Test number
10
Test type

Design Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

electronics (subsystem level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Freezing the data storage for 24h and
testing if the data storage is still operative.

Test
campaign 2 day
duration
Test
date

campaign September 2016

Test completed

NO

- 76 Table 5-12: Test 11

Test number

11

Test type

Design Test

Test facility

ERIG

Tested item

Whole experiment (overall system level)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance Test/ Measuring the power consumption in
test run. 1h

Test
campaign 1 day (Test campaign includes Test 11 and 12)
duration
Test
date

campaign September 2016

Test completed

5.3

NO

Test Results

5.3.1 Inspection of adhesive samples after mounting
Microscopic inspection of samples show that the process of cutting the
adhesive material to patches of 1 cm x 1 cm with scissors with microserration
as well as mounting the samples to the specimen holders (including general
handling, gluing, hardening etc.) has not damaged the adhesive structures, as
can be seen in the following images.
Figure 32: Microscopic structures at the edges are still intactFigure 33: PDMS
structures (left) and PU-B50 structures (right)Figure 34 : PU-T70 structures (left) and
Gecko Nanoplast structures (right)
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5.3.2

First test of some testing units

Figure 37: test-mechanism

The first tests of the main testing mechanism as shown in Figure 37: testmechanism were partly successfull. Figure 38 below shows data samples
obtained by three of our testing units:

complete
15
10

F in N

5

Spalte B
Spalte C
Spalte D

0
-5
-10
-15
t in times tamps

Figure 38: first data measured

As you can see, we were able to perform measurements, of both, pulling as
well as pushing forces. The Material combinations we tested were:
1. NanoPlast & Acrylic
2. NanoPlast & Al
3. PU-B50 & Al
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We conducted measurements at a rate of 100hz and we were pushing the
Gecko-material on the respective surface with a force of 9N. The adhesionforces when trying to pull of the gecko-material ranged from -12N to -10N
depending on the Gecko to surface combination. (During this test, we noticed,
that the adhesive forces measured against acrylic-glass were by far the
greatest in our setup, which correlates to the experiences of the IRAS )
Even though we were able to properly measure data, the following Problems
occurred:
5.3.2.1 Mechanical problems

Gecko-samples whose surfaces were not completely parallel to the
respective surface sample (Al & acrylic) would not stick to said surface as well
as the parallel ones.
5.3.2.2 Electronics & Software problems

Even though the Electronics and the Software essentially worked fine, we
considered either increasing the sample rate at critical moments of interest
(attaching & deattaching phase) or decreasing the Motor’s speed at said
moments (thereby decreasing the rate at which the pulling force evolves,
which results in a longer time span in which interesting measurement data
can be obtained).

5.3.3 Further tests
In the second test, we were able to obtain data from all measurement-units,
except for one, which had a faulty load-cell. This time, we decreased the
speed of the “docking-process”, which resulted in a larger quantity of
measurements during the attaching–phase, as well as in the separation
phase.
The material combinations we conducted measurements on were as follows:
On the upper plate:
1

Bottom-left

PU-B50 <-> acrylic

2

Upper-left

Nanoplast <-> acrylic

3

Upper-right

Nanoplast <-> Al

4

Bottom-right

PU-B50 <-> Al

On the lower plate:
1

Bottom-left

PU-T70 <-> Al

2

Upper-left

PDMS <-> Al

3

Upper-right

PDMS <-> acrylic

4

Bottom-right

PU-T70 <-> acrylic

(Plots of said test can be found in APENDIX G.)
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6

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN PREPARATION

6.1

Input for the Campaign / Flight Requirement Plans

6.1.1

Dimensions and Mass

Table 6-1: Experiment mass and volume

Experiment mass (in kg):
10.3 kg
Experiment dimensions (in m):
Ø 0.356 x 0.220
2
Experiment footprint area (in m ):
0.1
3
Experiment volume (in m ):
0.022
Experiment expected COG (centre of X:0mm / Y:-1mm / Z:~113mm (0=abs.
gravity) position:
bottom)
6.1.2 Safety Risks
The GRAB experiment does not produce any risks for safety.
Table 6-2 Experiment safety risks

Risk

Key Characteristics

Mitigation

-

-

-

6.1.3

Electrical Interfaces

Table 6-3: Electrical interfaces applicable to REXUS

REXUS Electrical Interfaces
Service module interface required? Yes
Number of service module interfaces:

1

TV channel required?

no

If yes, when is it required:
Up-/Downlink (RS-422) required? Yes/No
Data rate - downlink:

38.4 Kbit/s

Data rate – uplink

80 bit/s

Power system: Service module power required? Yes
Peak power consumption:

24W
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Average power consumption:
Total
power
(until T+600s)

consumption

10W
after

lift-off 132mAh

Power ON

1200s

Power OFF

600s

Battery recharging through service module:

No

Experiment signals: Signals from service module required? Yes/No
LO:

Yes

SOE:

Yes, 67s until 187s

SODS:

Yes, 10s until 200s

6.1.4 Launch Site Requirements
During Setup/Preperation
o Three tables (one of which needs to be optically dust free at all times and
requires good illumination (may be in another room than the other two
tables))
o Four chairs
o Outlets, ideally six, (230V AC)
o A lab power supply
o An Oscilloscope
o Internet connection
o Whiteboard + markers
o Access to a soldering station
o Disposable latex gloves (powder free)*
o Paper towels*
o Scissors with microserration*
o Screwdriver PZ 0*
During Launch (science center)




Table with 2 Chairs
Rs232 Connection to rocket AND/OR TCP-IP access to the up/downlink
3 Power Outletts

6.1.5 Flight Requirements
The de-spun vehicle, while not required, was very good, since we don’t have
to take centrifugal forces into consideration, when analyzing the experiment
data.
Luckily we had Team RACOS with us to further stabilize our vehicle in the ZAxis.
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6.1.6 Accommodation Requirements
Gecko materials are functioning from -30°C to +50°C, so no special thermal
requirements prior launch were needed.

6.2

Preparation and Test Activities at ESRANGE

The preparation of GRAB includes the following duties:


The experiments functionality has to be checked, this includes:
o Checking the up/downlink.
o Check, whether all the motors are working as intended.
o Check, whether readings from force sensors and the
temperature sensor are valid, e.g. with the use of sample
weights.



Mounting a gecko material sample on each of the eight arms. This
should be done as shortly as possible before launch, to prevent
contamination of said samples. Note that this timespan is in no way
critical regarding the experiments functionality.

Due to the fact, that our experiment does not include complex subroutines no
extensive preparation is necessary.
For more information take a look at the respective checklist provided in the
appendix.

6.3





Timeline for Countdown and Flight
Data storage starts, when SODS is received by the MCU
The experiment is switched on, as soon as it is receiving power
o The motors, however can only be switched on, when SOE has
been received (t +67s)
During flight, the team will monitor the data provided via the downlink
o It is not intended to control the experimentfrom the provided
uplink.
The experiment will remain running as long as microgravity conditions
apply
o Data will be stored, as long as SODS is set.
o The motors remain active, as long as SOE is set.

Late access events and RBFs are not part of the experiment.

6.4

Post-Flight Activities

6.4.1 Presentation during Post-Flight Meeting
See Appendix
6.4.2

Input to Campaign Report

6.4.3

Final Experiment Report
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7

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

7.1

Data Analysis Plan

The GRAB experiment examines the behavior of gecko materials under near
space conditions. It is expected that the gecko adhesives adhere under these
conditions with more or less the same magnitude of adhesion. To verify this,
the adhesive force is measured with in total eight experiment units, each of
which is defined by a different adhesive/surface material combination. The
forces are measured over time for the complete microgravity phase, stored
onboard as well as sent to the ground and afterwards post processed and
analyzed.
In order to substantiate eventual behavior changes of the materials it is
important to have a comparison between the condition of the gecko materials
before and after the flight. The gecko materials will be among other analyzed
with microscopes and hardness tests to validate the effects of radiation,
temperatures, vacuum and mechanical stresses during the rocket flight.
The success of the project mainly depends on the accuracy of the measured
data. To ensure that the following measures will be taken:
Firstly, we need to ensure that the measurements are accurate. For example,
an incomplete pressing on the probe’s surface or a loosening of a gecko
material could lead to wrong data. Therefore, we will conduct extensive tests
to prevent these cases.
Secondly, it is important that the data from the sensors is processed in a
correct way. To avoid such a scenario, the experiment will make a test run
before the actual flight. Then the measured data will be compared to data
from the laboratory to check the results for accuracy.
Beyond that the data will be published in scientific publications to make them
accessible for other research facilities.

7.2

Launch Campaign

7.2.1 Flight preparation activities during launch campaign
There were three major preparation steps during the launch campaign. At first
we had to ensure, that the experiment survived the trip to Sweden and there
were no mechanical issues. The second step was the installation of the
probes. We had two sets of probes at the campaign. One for the preflight
tests (e.g. bench-test) and a second set for the actual flight. After we installed
the first set of probes we started to collect reference data on the ground. The
final step of preparation was the installation of the actual flight probes. We
were very careful with the gecko-materials in order to ensure that they
remained clean until launch.
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7.2.2 Flight performance
Our expected data was a set of approximately 30 press on events for each of
the eight combinations. Unluckily, for each of the eight arms only one presson event took place. Then, instead of repeating the process throughout the
entire micro-gravity phase, the experiment was not able to collect more data.
The error occurred at approximately at T+64s in micro-gravity. Therefore we
have indeed accomplished our objective of proving that gecko-materials
adhere under space-like conditions. Nevertheless the form and amount of
data collected during flight was not enough in order to make any statistically
valid statement.
After we got our module back, we developed a procedure for faliure analysis.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

check all the endstops for continuity
check for mechanical issues
demount and secure the probes for later analysis
power-on the experiment with special care to the linear actuators
give the experiment signals and check power consumption
demount electronics and check for visible damage
check soldering for damage
demount and secure the surface samples for later analysis
test cables for continuity

List 1: Failure Analysis Procedure (17.03.17)

Figure 39 The force measured during flight in channel 6

One identified malfunction is one of the eight end stops. After the first presson event the linear actuators all worked as intended and pulled the geckomaterials off their corresponding surface specimen. The dataset shows, how
seven of the eight actuators stopped (just as intended) because their
corresponding end stops were triggered. One of the force sensors however
registered a periodic vibration (channel 7 in Figure 40 Periodic noise in
channel seven compared to the others this is the result of an end stop which
did not trigger the motor to stop from pulling back the arm. A timeout in the
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software could have switched off the corresponding test-unit. Ignoring the
signals of the end stop switch after a certain "timeout"-time resulting in a
open-loop control could have also prevented said error. This state of the
experiments firmware (motors idle, sensors OK) was not expected and
therefore not dealt with. Said error occurred due to the incomplete adaptation
of the experiments firmware to the changes in the mechanical design after
PDR. The mechanical design proposed shortly before PDR suggested the use
of a rotating "specimen holder". In order to rotate said "specimen holder", all
eight test-units would have to move to the very back, thereby triggering the
end stop. If only one test unit had not retracted successfully, said disk would
not rotate to prevent damages to the gecko-inspired-materials. It would
obviously have made sense to remove the code corresponding to this
behavior. However, since the experiment worked just fine during testing,
bench-test etc. and we did not expect to face issues related to the endstops at
all we did not consider to rewrite this part of the firmware.

Figure 40 Periodic noise in channel seven compared to the others

Since the continuity check of the faulty end stop was successful and
previously conducted unit level vacuum testing showed no effects on the
reliability of the end stops, we assumed some kind of µG-induced mechanical
malfunction. In order to replicate the failure, we applied for a campaign at the
ZARM drop tower in Bremen. For more information on the results of the drop
tower campaign refer to Results
We went through the complete list and could not find any issues. When we
powered-on the experiment it worked just fine. In the data of MORABA we
saw the power consumption was as expected and we do not believe that the
thermal behavior of the experiment was concerning during flight.
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Even though the experiment was not able to run as proposed, we received
measurement data during the whole flight. Events such as e.g. the motorburnout and separation as well as the tumbling-motion towards the end of the
RX22 flight were recorded. The GSE equipment also turned out to be very
reliable and lightweight. To conclude this chapter one can say that while most
of the experiments subsystems were operating nominally, the malfunction of
the seemingly simplest component caused the experiment to not yield the
expected amount of measurement, thus limiting the scientific value drastically.
Refer to chapter Lessons Learned for further thoughts on how we think to
prevent things like this from happening in future experiments/projects.

7.2.3 Recovery
The team received the module in a good state after recovery. Only a minor
scratch on the outside of the module was registered. Since the experiment
itself was in such a good condition and worked fine we were able to reuse it
for a following campaign in the ZARM drop tower.

7.2.4 Post flight activities
During the post flight procedure we disassembled the whole experiment. This
allowed us to check all components for possible damage. A first data
evaluation showed that gecko-materials indeed have the expected properties
under space-like conditions. We were able to measure adhering forces up to
8N. Altough this is not statistically valid as mentioned above. (See Figure 41
First Data Analysis - Magenta: Al, Orange: acrylic glass

Figure 41 First Data Analysis - Magenta: Al, Orange: acrylic glass
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7.3

Results

While we were able to technically fulfil our primary objective by verifying the
adhesive properties of gecko inspired materials, we could not obtain the large
set of data we hoped for, thereby not meeting all of our secondary objectives.
The outcome can therefore be considered minimum success (refer to 1.3:
Experiment Objectives). In addition to the RX22 campaign itself, a follow-up
campaign in the ZARM drop tower facility in Bremen has been conducted. In
this chapter first results will be discussed.
7.3.1

Technical results

7.3.1.1 During flight

Even though, the experiment worked as intended during testing, benchtesting, comm-checks and on the launcher it did not during the actual flight.
For a detailed failure analysis refer to Results.
7.3.1.2

ZARM
In order to replicate the error, which occurred during flight, a separate drop
tower campaign has been performed in the ZARM drop tower facility in
Bremen. During this campaign however, our experiment worked nominally.
The RX22-in-flight error could not be reproduced, which leads to the
assumption that the effects of microgravity were not causing the experiment to
not behave nominally. Again, refer to chapter 7.2 for a more detailed failure
analysis.
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7.3.2
7.3.2.1

Scientifc results

During flight
As mentioned above, the adhesive properties of gecko-inspired materials
could be measured during flight. Since our in-flight-dataset consists of one
relevant measurement per channel (8 in total), it cannot be
considered statistically meaningful. In the following, the data gathered during
flight will be discussed and compared to the data obtained during the hot
countdown In Figure 42 Comparison to reference measurementsthe green
bars show the ground reference measurements.

Figure 42 Comparison to reference measurements

Figure 42shows the maximum forces obtained during flight compared to those
gathered on the launcher just shortly before LO. The maximum forces acting
upon the gecko-inspired materials made of polyurethane were quite
comparable to those previously gathered on the Launcher. For Nanoplast
however, there seems to be a magnificent decrease in force when exposed to
a µG environment and the harsh changes in temperature and pressure.
Further tests in a thermal vacuum chamber resembling the environment on
board the RX22 rocket could be carried out in order to verify our data and
isolate the effects of the actual µG itself.

7.3.2.2 ZARM

As mentioned above a drop tower campaign has been performed. While the
failure during the RX22 flight could not be reproduced, a larger set of
measurements in a µG environment could be obtained, however not taking
into account the effects of low pressure as well as temperature, since the drop
capsule was pressurized and had room temperature. In the following, the data
gathered during the drop tower campaign will be evaluated and compared to
flight data.
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Figure 43 PUT-70 tested in ZARM drop tower

Figure 44 PUB-50 tested in ZARM drop tower

Figure 45 Nanoplast tested in ZARM drop tower
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Figures Figure 43 PUT-70 tested in ZARM drop tower to Figure 45 Nanoplast
tested in ZARM drop tower show the average maximum force acting upon the
gecko-inspired-materials. Deterioration effects seem to settle after three drops
for most of the materials. It is interesting to see variations in the deteriationeffects. Again, here it would be nice to utilize the GRAB-plattform to gather
more measurements in a environment that resembles a drop capsule used by
ZARM (minus µG) in order to be able to compare said measurements to those
gathered during the droptower campaign. By exactly mimicking the complete
set of load cycles, one could draw conclusions on possible effects of µG on
the deterioration.

7.3.3 Further data evaluation
It would be interesting to be able to compare the physical properties of the
nanoscale structures of the in-flight materials to similar, "fresh" materials. A
scanning-electron-microscope could be utilized, to show, wether the varying
conditions during flight had any effects on said nanoscale structure.
On the occasion of the 23rd ESA-Pac-Symposium, a paper will be published.

7.4

Lessons Learned

7.4.1

Special experiences and problems
Due to us being bachelor-students, we had lots of things to do besides
the campaign. Therefore we often wrote the documentation in huge
blocks of a weekend or a night shift. We could have done that more
regularly in smaller bits.
We considered skipping a semester or two for the project duration, but
decided against that quite fast. In retrospective we maybe should have
done that, because he whole experiment design and flight campaign
took a large amount of time in general. Especially a major change in
the experiments design forced us to redesign large parts of the
electronics in a relatively short amount of time.

7.4.2

Identified failures and mistakes
Before calculating exact values, we imagined the current draw and the
resulting power dissipation to be way larger, than they actually are.
In Addition our load cells were not shielded in the way we thought they
were. They catched a lot of noise during bench tests and we were
really afraid that we could not fly in that configuration. Luckily the noise
reduced to a minimum, when all experiment-modules were screwed
together.
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We also learned, that not only one person in the team should
write/understand the software working in the experiment. The more
people review the code, the more possible mistakes will be wiped out.
That could have brought us more valuable data.
7.4.3

Possible improvements
The internal data storage/folder structure could be improved.
We underestimated the importance of a good and thought-through
cable management. In the end, there were quite a lot of relatively thin
cables, which we never bothered to consider but tangled around. We
mastered that problem by binding them together and using a lot of
Kapton-Tape, but that could have been nicer.
At our Power-On event, the experiment of the U-PHOS Team shut
down. This was due to a voltage drop in the batteries, when the
capacitors in our experiment charged. That was battled by powering us
on before their experiment got Power-On.
A full scale vacuum-thermal check would have been good to look for
further improvements, but was not possible for us due to a lack of a
vacuum-thermal chamber of the needed size.
We manufactured many of the parts used for our experiment by
ourself. As a result some of the parts were not as precise as they could
have been, if we would have let them be manufactured externally.
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Figure 46 The team during the launch campaign
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8

ABBREVIATIONS AND REFERENCES

8.1

Abbreviations

Add abbreviations to the list below, as appropriate and delete unused
abbreviations.
ADC
AIT
asap
CDR
COG
CRP
DLR
DSUB
EAT
EAR
ECTS
EIT
EPM
ESA
Esrange
ESTEC
ESW
FAR
FET
FST
FRP
FRR
GND
GSE
HK
H/W
ICD
I/F
IPR
LO
LT
LOS
MCU
Mbps
MFH

Analog to Digital converter
Assembly, Integration and Test
as soon as possible
Critical Design Review
Centre of Gravity
Campaign Requirement Plan
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
D-subminiature – electrical connector
Experiment Acceptance Test
Experiment Acceptance Review
European Credit Transfer System
Electrical Interface Test
Esrange Project Manager
European Space Agency
Esrange Space Center
European Space Research and Technology Centre, ESA (NL)
Experiment Selection Workshop
Flight Acceptance Review
Field Effect Transistor
Flight Simulation Test
Flight Requirement Plan
Flight Readiness Review
experiment ground
Ground Support Equipment
House Keeping
Hardware
Interface Control Document
Interface
Integration Progress Review
Lift Off
Local Time
Line of Sight
Microcontroller
Mega Bits per second
Mission Flight Handbook
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MORABA
OP
PCB
PDR
PST
PWM
RBF
RDSon
SED
SCL
SDA
SNSB
SODS
SOE
STW
S/W
T
TBC
TBD
WBS
ZARM

Mobile Raketen Basis (DLR, EuroLaunch)
Oberpfaffenhofen, DLR Center
Printed Circuit Board (electronic card)
Preliminary Design Review
Payload System Test
Pulse Width Modulation
Remove Before Flight
Drain-Source Resistance of a FET
Student Experiment Documentation
i2C clock line
i2C data line
Swedish National Space Board
Start Of Data Storage
Start Of Experiment
Student Training Week
Software
Time before and after launch noted with + or To be confirmed
To be determined
Work Breakdown Structure
Zentrum
für
Angewandte
Raumfahrttechnologie
Mikrogravitation

und
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APPENDIX A – EXPERIMENT REVIEWS
Preliminary Design Review – PDR
Flight:

REXUS 22

Payload Manager:
Experiment:

GRAB

Location:

Esrange, Kiruna, Sweden

Date: 18.02.2016

1. Review Board members
Maria Roth
Michael Becker
Alexander Schmidt
Marcus Pinzer
Dieter Bischoff
Simon Mawn (chair)
Julia Grünhage (minutes)
Andreas Stamminger
Koen DeBeule
Stefan Krämer
Katharina Schüttauf
Following italic comments has been taken from different reviewers scripts
2. Experiment Team members
Malte Kießling
Maxim Kurliov
Daniel Rothe
Christopher Trentlage (team leader)

3. General Comments


Presentation
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-



Clear and good structured
Covered all points of interests

SED
- abbreviation list – needs update
- Use “mass” instead of “weight”
- Bookmarks missing
- Second content list at the end of the SED?
- Title “RX22”
- Use “module” instead of “launch container”

4. Panel Comments and Recommendations


Requirements and constraints (SED chapter 2)
- Objectives: too much requirements here. The requirements are the translation of your
objectives. Simplify your objectives
- Some functional requirements missing e.g. Measuring different forces
- F5 – specify the RX command; make it clearer. Might be a design requirement
- P4 – operational requirement
- P7 – design requirement
- P12, 13, 14 – design requirements
- P7,9, 10 – design requirements
- D11 and D12 – not verifiable
- Design requirements are good
- Operational first one is a design requirement
- Should have just one operational requirement
- Constraints: C3 delete
- “shall accept radio silence” – design requirement
- Microgravity – specify it a bit more
- Functional requirement: what are the functions of our experiment?
- D9 – what does it really mean?
- Objectives// could be clearer formulated (what about the force?). Secondary Objective 3,4 is
a P req.
- Requirement classification in general OK, only some classification errors. Functional req
could be clearer and better specified. Also some req missing (exp housekeeping data?). P
and D and O and C //ok
- F2 >D
- F3 Specify what data and where exactly to send to
- F4 Specify what data
- F5 Needs to be specified//RX commands only until LO
- P4>discuss with team, if its more D
- P12,13,14 >D
- D4 there are more forces during launch apart from z-axis, covered D8//ok
- D5 how to prevent against cosmic radiation?//special Ics?
- D6 survive microgravity? How to verify?
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Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4)
- Presented a good design overview
- Provide a cable feedthrough, D-Sub brackets might be a bit low – 180° line
- Would like to use two base plates!?
- How do you want to fix your bearings? Think about loose parts for the start
- What about a 220mm? Think about it -> Team will calculate it!
- Really need to look about for vibrations caused by your driver
- What about the electronic box? You need one. -> There is enough space for it.
- 4.1. Setup// Two Block diagrams//mechanical arrows a bit strange//it is not important to
show by arrows that the modules are mechanically together it is more confusing.
- Interface to REXUS: Are You really sure that You need a 300mm Module? With the
informations from chapter 4.4 it seems to me, that 220mm may be suitable as well.
- You already provided some space for the cable feed through. But please lift up the position
of the D-Sub brackets at 180°-line. From the upper edge of the module it should be around
50mm. We use these brackets for a handover of the RXSM cables module by module and
therefore a place in the middle is not really helpful.
- Ensure that You will not cross the limits for experiments of the modules. In Figure 7 on page
31 “GRAB sectional view” the setup is pretty close to the upper limit of 20mm below the
edge.
- According to any position: Please follow the coordinate system of REXUS PL with positive zaxis in flight direction instead of 12 o’clock or any o’clock.
- Consider the heavy loads on the equipment by acceleration and rotations forces after LO. Is
there something like a parking position for the moving devices to ensure right start
positions?
- What materials are You going to use for the structure (like axis, housing for bearings etc)?
- Investigate the drive axis as well (linear motor, force sensor and attachment to the
specimens). – Seems to be a long distance without any support.
- Finally please upload Your drawing to the teamsite: The 3d model in step format to “CAD
Models” and the entire set of drawings as pdf to “Manufacturing Drawings”.



Electronics and data management (SED chapter 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9)
- What force do you really want to measure? -> applied and pull off force
- Ch.4.5.3: make it more clear that you use 6 force transducers (wheatstone bridges)
- Considered to use something else instead of stepper motors? E.g. servo motors
- What about a reference point of the moving system? -> Mechanical switches or just rotating
once ?
- Power system: summary of all the power missing
- Build a bread board to measure everything. Start with it as early as possible
- Housing of the electronic box
- Team would like to have more power. Only if there is a really strong requirement. Here it is
more like a nice to have. – Launch requirement
- 4.5.1 Controller//described
- 4.5.3 measurement//by 6 force transducers connected to wheatstone bridges// sketch
needed
- 4.5.4 Power//sketch//ok
- 4.5.5 Data handling //sd card by SPI, RS422//ok
- 4.7 Power System// resulting power in table missing



Thermal (SED chapter 4.2.4 & 4.6)
- Minimal temperature to keep – don’t think you need an active heating system
- Make sure motor can run under vacuum condition without overheating
- If you have to ensure a specific temperature for the gecko material, write it down. Should be
afraid about heat inside the bulkhead
- You wrote about a minimal temperature to keep and a needed active heating, but there are
no values or ranges listed.
- How You want to heat? Where is the temperature measurement, where is the regulation of
the thermal control? No analysis so far?
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No Calculations? No expected electronic heat dissipation?
Provide all these opened questions a.s.a.p.
You can expect temperatures inside the modules just before lift off around 15-20 °C. (more
in the lesson “Thermal Design for RX/BX”  )



Software (SED chapter 4.8)
- Good and covered a lot
- 22,72Kbps might be a lot – should keep it flexible
- Overview – missing the ground station
- Ground station not named in the software part
- Where do you get the multitasking software? -> will design the software as a giant
statemaschine and have some substatmaschines. -> is very advanced. Don’t underestimate
the workload
- Don’t see the threats in you software – if you defined them, show us
- Don’t need an uplink, Consider using uplink!
- Think about a test mode
- kooperative multithreading can block processes, are you sure to use such an os? //team
things about coding own sheduler. Start now! If the progress is to slow->change to easier
solution!
- 4.8 purpose//ok
- 4.8.2.1 block diagramm, shows the units to be controlled by microcontroller. Arrows labeld
with the data type//ok
- 4.8.2.3 Interfaces// UARTs described and data transmission rate calculated 23 Kbit/s is a lot.
You should transfer less data to your GS to avoid data corruption.
- 4.8.2.4 Data packages// error detection described but not the content of the
packages//package content in appendix.
- 4.8.2.5 Design// Flow1:Startup procedure, lot more flow charts in appendix but confusing.
Should have a main flow which contains sub flows. The style is hard to understand.
- You may need a mode for testing rocket signals.
- Ground Station no described. Mixed up with Ground support equipment (this is notebook,
antennas etc.)



Verification and testing (SED chapter 5)
- Some of the tests you should to do by analysing first
- Some should be done by design as well
- D19 and D20 – not by test only
- Covered a lot – good
- “..test three times..” – during what?
- “..make sure that nothing sticks out..” – not officiant
- Lot of different functional tests. All SW tests can be done with one test. SW is veriefied
anyway just in time testing and debugging. But you can put one test on top where you have
predifined parameters and conditions. (SW-Test). To define and schedule a test for each
SW Module is to elaborate.
- Lot of tests, check whether feasible in time //ok



Safety and risk analysis (SED chapter 3.5)
- TC10 and TC20 is not that good
- TC40 and TC50 – why it is just a “2”? -> only one motor, we have six
- Missing: launch, gecko material, time, personal
- SF20: What do you mean? Is a risk for the experiment. Think about it.
- Power risk: change it to a higher risk
- TC30: insufficient -> as a risk for our design
- TC20 What structure part? Change material when?
- SF20 Where do you have high voltage? Or do you mean e-static discharge? To mitigate that
risk a building gnd connection is needed.



Launch and operations (SED chapter 6)
- Accommodation requirement – will consider it again
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You have to tell us what you need during campaign. Everything not in there, you will not get!
Including tables, tools, chairs etc.
Timeline not specified
SOE and SODS not specified in software section, if and when you want to have it
Ch.6.1.6 is a requirement inside your experiment – possible. Specify it a bit more.
Make sure that when you come here with the gecko material, that you know your material as
good as you can. (e.g. clean room, heating)
Timeline not specified, in SW chapter SOE and SODS are defined
Heating prio launch tbc#exp on at t-600 possible
Chapter not completed.



Organisation, project planning & outreach (SED chapters 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4)
- WBS should have a better contrast and write down the responsible person
- Update the responsible persons for work packages
- Management is also controlling
- Groundsupportstation is the item to be signed
- Bench test missing in GANTT
- Budget: travelling missing
- Outreach: it is not that much information about the ERIG webpage
- Facebook: maybe create an additional account just for GRAB
- WBS risk register missing
- Outreach what about conference?
- Test vs schedule
- Budget planning stops in May 2016



Others
- Kluber GR Y-vac, vacuum grease

5. Internal Panel Discussion


Summary of main actions for the experiment team
-Electronic box missing



PDR Result: pass



Next SED version 1.1 due to



Next SED version 2 due to 01.June 2016
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Critical Design Review – CDR
Flight:

REXUS 22

Payload Manager:
Experiment:

GRAB

Location:

DLR MORABA, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

1. Review Board members
Maria Roth
Michael Becker
Markus Pinzer
Alexander Schmidt (chair)
Piotr Skrzypek
Alexander Kinnaird
Maximilian Nürmberger
Koen DeBeule
Simon Mawn
Dieter Bischoff
Julia Grünhage (minutes)
Stefan Krämer
Janning Li

2. Experiment Team members
Malte Kießling
Lasse Maywald
Lennart Ziemer
Christopher Trentlage (team leader)

3. General Comments

Date: 22.06.2016
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SED
- Title page: Your mission is “REXUS 22”
- Fig.9: please name the components
- Some bookmarks do not work
- Abbreviation list: some specifications missing
- GANTT chart hard to read
- Highlight the changes
- Schematics in the appendix are not readable

4. Panel Comments and Recommendations


Requirements and constraints (SED chapter 2)
- Functional requirements: first function is not right. You only have two functions. Describe
what you are doing.
- Performance requirements: first four are the one you need.
- Design requirements: “… shall survive vacuum ...”: What kind of vacuum?
- Constraint 3: Delete it.
- Requirements in chapter 5 are different
- D.1 is a strong design requirement and need to be like: Do not exceed 5kg of total mass.
- Radiation is not a point in a 6min flight
- D7 and D8: “...shall survive...” is not enough, …shall widthstand what?
- None single comment from the PDR considered in the requirements list, still wrong
classifications
- Add this operational req.: Experiment shall accept radio silence.



Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4)
- Followed the advice from PDR to reduce total mass: good job.
- Bulkhead brackets locations need to be indicated at 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°
- Zero line marked on the wrong position – follow the rockets coordinate system.
- Cable feed through is comfortable
- Load cell solution: really good
- How is the motor attached to support? – screwed
- Consider that there are centrifugal forces on the complete setup which will also affect the
load cell. Ensure that this will not due to an overload.
- Think about a hook for the springs for the detaching phase.
- Regarding the attachment of the motor-mount on the bulkhead, please use bigger size than
M2.5 (M3 would be ok, M4 much better).
- Take care about the adjustment, provide rounded shapes at the first contact.
- Page 41: attachment will be screwed
- Upload any manufacturing drawings and follow the file name conventions
- Make sure that you don’t get any deformation in your Teflon material. Think about an inlet or
something else.
- Not easy to adjust the height. Maybe use fine-pitch thread to get a more accurate
adjustment
- D-sub bracket might be too close to the motor. Try to turn your experiment setup by about
45degree.



Electronics and data management (SED chapter 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9)
- Two PCBs: missing the schematics! How are the optocouplers connected to the boards?
Please send us the schematics as soon as possible
- Detailed schematics missing of microcontroller board and power supply unit
- Be careful with the booty on the motor
- Fig. 11: make sure during vibration how they respond.
- Rethink the position of the low pass filter
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Thermal (SED chapter 4.2.4 & 4.6)
- Good considerations
- Caused by air friction the outer structure and finally the bulkhead will be heated up to
temperatures around 70°C and more. So what about heating up of electronic by the
bulkhead? -> a layer of rubber in-between electronic compartment and bulkhead would be
helpful.
- Think about using additional heatsink for the microcontrollers.
- Prototype testing: After 7min the Multimeter shut off, complete vacuum for about 15min. had
about 40-50degree.



Software (SED chapter 4.8)
- Good
- Concern: ATMega might not be enough (microcontroller). – Will be tested, but using a buffer
it should not be a problem. We are not using any file system.
- Might be an idea to write one package per seconds. So if something is happening to your
experiment, you still will have some data..
- Progress is looking good
- Ground station: Will separate a few things. Tool will run that will dump all data into a file.
Designed it already. Also on flight a package differentiation.
- What about your SW architecture? ->Not using an extra schedule, but using different
functions.
- Fig. 28: each graphic has a subsystem. Following a state machine. States will be reported.
- Did you implement a test mode? – Yes. Idea is to set the experiment in a test mode for
simulation.
- Consider reliable Rocket Signal detection. Don’t react on very short pulses. Sample several
times and consider majority voting.
-



Verification and testing (SED chapter 5)
- Requirements are good here
- Function and performance to verify be tested is a bit late. Many of these you could to by
inspection first.
- EMC package by analysis is not working. Look for the analysis test again
- D1: inspection, is not working. It is analysis and test.
- Tests are logical.
- Temperature test? – We are planning to test the examples and the whole experiment.
- All requirements must be verified! Missing several performance requirements in the
verification table.
- Mass and dimensions are measured (tested) not inspected.



Safety and risk analysis (SED chapter 3.5)
- Risk register is good
- TC10: action is not quite right.
- TC20: “2” might be too low? – If an example false, we have to accept it.
- TC71: action can be done before flight by remote
- Team member suffers electrical shock.
- VE20: Action will be adapted? – Yes.
- TC19: Action is not that understandable.
- Risk regarding the load cell? There will be a (over-)load on the cell at the start. Put it in the
requirements and verify it.



Launch and operations (SED chapter 6)
- Flight requirements: What are the unspecial requirements? D-Spin?
- Update chapter 6
- How many people you want to send? Let us know as soon as possible
- What for do you need an astelescope? Will bring one
- Connection to the science centre
- Don’t need 15 to 25 Degree all the time, not for the gecko samples. But U-PHOS want to
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have an additional heater, so you might have about 20 degree.
“shortly as possible..” What does it mean? – Environment has to be clean for the samples.
Optical clean. – can require a clean working place.
Last bench test: can not run through the whole process, because want to use totally unused
and new samples.
Used appendix D: good
Update inputs in section 6.3 (timeline for countdown and flight into a table!).
Plan Post flight activities.

Organisation, project planning & outreach (SED chapters 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4)
- Who is responsible for your main work packages?
- WBS: Make sure that the team members are in the core team
- GANTT chart: bench test missing.
- Budget: ZARM is a supplier (most of the time, not always), DLR is a sponsor. Travelling cost
missing.
- Maybe just put the supporting people in the structures.
- If ERIG sponsors something, write it down.
- Outreach: Hard to find information about GRAB via ERIG. Push it a little more. There are no
information about GRAB in the university website same with institute website. Might be an
idea to put the poster from the ILA on Facebook. Need more information and news about
GRAB on ERIG Facebook and website.
- There is no REXUS program, it’s a REXUS/BEXUS program.
- GANTT chart is more a calendar at the moment than a schedule.
- Outreach: only in German, you need to write down a little more in English.

5. Internal Panel Discussion


Summary of main actions for the experiment team
- Send the schematics and put them readable in the SED
- Update the requirements



Next SED version 3 due to 28. August 2016

Integration Progress Review – IPR
Flight:

REXUS 22

Payload Manager:
Experiment:

GRAB

Location:

TU Braunschweig, Germany

Date:

01.09.2016
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1. Review Board members
Dieter Bischoff, Torsten Lutz (ZARM)

2.
Experiment
members

Team

Christopher Trentlage (team
leader)
Malte Kießling
Julian Baasch
Benedict Grefen
Simon Harms
Lasse Maywald
Lennart Ziemer
Johannes Becker

3. General Comments


Presentation
- Good overview of project status regarding the questions: What is done? What is open?
What are the next steps?
- Team prepared a handout with detailed information



SED
- Title page: wrong Document ID, put any participating student here (not only the core
members)
- ZARM will provide the IPR report in doc format to get an easier implementation into the SED

4. Panel Comments and Recommendations




Requirements and Constraints (SED chapter 2)
- Still two functional requirements listed – No idea for more functions of the setup?
- Gekko materials should be brought in contact with different materials/surfaces and while
released the forces should be measured. – These would be two more requirements which
describe Your doings.
- Design Requirement D.7: The experiment shall withstand a vacuum of 0.5mBar. –
Depending of the venting behaviour of the payload, the pressure could be much lower:
0.01mBar (1Pa).
- Wording in D.8: “wok under temperatures” better: “work within a temperature range of…”
Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4)
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RX Structure: The two bulkheads will be delivered around middle of September.
The 220mm Module will be a new one. We will receive it around middle of November.
Interfaces: Regarding any screw, nut and bolt – prepare a list of correct torque and/or
locking paint for safe connections.
Data on the teamsite:
-

CAD models: For manufacturing issues we need single step files of every part together with
the dimensioning drawing in pdf.
- Please follow the rules of the file name convention:
RX22_GRAB_”Name”_ver2.0_01Sep16.step f.ex..
- Manufacturing Drawings: It would be helpful to show the dimensioning drawings to an
experienced contrutor to look over.
STATUS:
-

Many parts still in manufacturing (motor support, adaptor, probe support)
Parts made out of Teflon will be manufactured by ZARM’s workshop
Simple test board (similar to a final bulkhead) with four arms assembled; one arm with
almost full functions presented.
Housing for electronic board made out of carbon – for shielding issues the use of additional
alu tape might be useful
Detected problem: interface between motor and sensor need to be improved: Manufacturing
with lower tolerance or the use of a precise thread



Electronics and data management (SED chapter 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9)
- First EM (engineering model) boards prepared
- Mainboard: layout finalised, PCB ordered and need to be assembled
- Motorboard: layout finalised, first version etched, new PCB ordered (3-8 days of delivery)
- FM (fligt model) PCBs ordered
- PWM for driving motor coils is cancelled. O.k.
- Components delivered and in preparation for implementation
- Two more stepper engines to be ordered
- Detected problem: Interface to measuring bridge output is not optimal with screwed
connector



Thermal (SED chapter 4.2.4 & 4.6)
-








Electronic housing with layer inbetween bulkhead
Very critical component (motor device) tested for 20min in 0.05bar vacuum environment.
Temperature increased up to 45°C - ok
No thermal problems detected so far

Software (SED chapter 4.8)
- Onboard software 2/3 finished. Tested on EM
- SD-Card need to be implemented
- Detected problems: small RAM, small buffers must be synchronised with the amount of
incoming datas
- No GUI so far, software will be developed
- End-to-end test with RXSM-simulator: RX signals received and processed but not correct
processed. So far no communication test possible.
Verification and Testing (SED chapter 5)
- Testplan: some tests with 3d printed components realized
Launch and Operations (SED chapter 6)
- Gantt Chart: The bench test is still missing
- Risk TC71 – “Data storage is full”: Shows how important it will be to have a proper check
list.
- Prepare also a checklist for post flight activities. How to safe data, take pictures, how to safe
everything.
- From now on: Update any data in Chapter 6!
Others
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Outreach: Please use more “GRAB” instead of “ERIC”
th
th
Shipping: next event ITW at ZARM from the 12 until 16 December in Bremen. After this
the payload will be shipped directly to DLR-MORABA for BENCH tests in January 2017. ->
Next spin- and balance tests in Stockholm in February 2017 and after this directly to
Camaign in Kiruna in March 2017. ZARM will organise the transport to DLR-MORABA! For
shipping
after campaign provide shipping informations for the box/case (weight,
dimensions), name and telephone number of the responsible person and address.
Generally: DLR does not pay for software licence and special tools for workshops

PICTURES
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5. Internal Panel Discussion


Summary of main actions for the experiment team
- Go on assembling and testing. Follow the manufacturing to ensure no further delay



Summary of main actions for the organizers
- Team needs informations regarding FEM simulation for vibrations



IPR Result: pass



Next SED version 4 for EAR due to 5. December 2016

Experiment Acceptance Review – EAR
1 PREFACE
1.1 Review Board members
Simon Mawn, Dieter Bischoff, Torsten Lutz

1.2 Experiment Team members:
Malte Kießling, Lasse Maywald, Lennart Fox, Lennart Ziemer

1.3 General Comments
1.4 SED
1.5 Summary of main actions for the experiment team
1.6 PDR Result: pass
1.7 Next SED version 5 due 18 June 2017
1.8 Telecon (Minutes)


Mechanics
o REXUS module shipped on Thursday 24th November together
with 8 bulkhead brackets and 1x D-Sub brackets
o all parts available and assembled
o additional FEM analysis in preparation // not ready at ITW
o complete setup mounted on both baseplates
o housing for OBC out of carbon. For better shielding it would be
prepared with alu tape. Alternative: Use a box out of aluminium
(already manufactured)
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Electronics
o cabling needs to be finalized when both baseplates are mounted
inside the module
o 2 PCBs running in 1st version: 2 improved (bigfixes) PCBs are in
manufacturing now
o driver for engines runs
o each motor need to be adjusted separately
Software
o Onboard SW problems with SD card (controller)// still in
progress
o all other functions nominell -ok
o communication ok
o uplink tested
o GS raw data processing ok
o GUI in preparation
o end-to-end test planned next week
Tests
o see next SED with results of vacuum test, each sample in
vacuum chamber, one complete baseplate in vacuum chamber,
cool down test in refridgerator and complete workflow test
o checklist preparation in progress
Integration Week

2 REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
3 PROJECT PLANNING
4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Mechanics
Mass measurement




Launch mass
De-spin mass
Recovery Mass

Modul




9.930kg

Fit checks with RaCoS and UPHOS -ok

Inserts
Edges
Fit Check

Bulkhead

All inserts in both bulkheads ok




According tot he diameter a direct cut and
helicoil were used -ok

Cable Feed Thru
All screws mounted
correctly, all threads/inserts
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OK?
Brackets


All screws mounted
correctly, all threads/inserts
OK?

All screws torqued with 3.0Nm (M4,
Bulkheads and brackets) -ok

Experiment





Fixations OK?
Sharp/messy edges?
All cable and cable covers
correctly attached, no
chaffing/sharp edges?
Handling/’tip test’

Ok
Ok
Shileding of CFK-housing needs tob e
clearified

ok

4.2 Electronics
Solder points

Junction point of flat cables not optimal



One measuring bridge damaged and needs
to be renewed

Check solder points

Grounding

Cable routing/harnessing


Cables fixed with capton tape – not optimal,
because sharpen corners touched. Screwed
brackets would be much better.
D-sub connectors placed not optimal (sitzen
teilweise schief)
Provide nuts on D-Sub bolts for fixation.

Connectors
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4.3 Thermal
4.4 Software
5 VERIFICATION AND TESTING
5.1 Tests
Communication Test




Uplink ok, downlink ok

Basic comms
Signals
Drop out (simulator
reset)

LO ok
SODS ok
SOE ok
-

SOE 1 starts exp.
SOE 0 ends experiment
Safety mode planned

Electrical power consumption 1A
(note max and avg.
Interruption of power supply –ok
Interruption of downlink - ok
Other signals/power
interference

lines -

Voltage variation (32-25v)

24V-32V ok

Timeline test with simulator

Ok, even long duration test performed
-ok



Signals in order with
timing

Firing/deployment
needed

tests

as -

Other Tests





Vacuum
Thermal
Spinn
Vibration

Vacuum test on component level only
(one arm tested), no entire thermal test
No spin test
Vibration test during ITW

6 LAUNCH CAMPAIGN PREPARATION
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AOB
• Explosives and pyrotechnics

-

• Flammable Substances

-

• Biological Substances

-

• Chemical Substances

-

• Radioactive Material

-

• Pressure vessels (including sealed vessels on ground).
• Transmitters
• Hazardous mechanical systems

-

• Any Ground support equipment interfacing with the armed rocket on
ground (umbilical’s etc).

FRP Input Meeting

Spare GS required

(with each team individually)

Clean room required
Spare parts for campaign

FRP and Timeline Meeting

Same TL as on CDR presented

(with all teams together)
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APPENDIX B - OUTREACH AND MEDIA COVERAGE
Published Documents:
Poster featuring the experiment at the TU-Night as well as the ILA.
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Presentation for the “Astroherbst”
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APPENDIX B – ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Strength Calculations
Ground Plate
The first estimation of the ground plate’s strength was done by simulating
(CATIA V5 R22 FEM) a force into its centre, while it is clamped in four
symmetrically spread outer points. The magnitude of the force was 400 N,
which represents 1 kg accelerated by 200 m/s^2 (approx. 20g) with a safety
factor of 2. As a result, the maximum estimated bending in Z-direction equals
0.5 mm. The maximal tension occurs near the interface clamps and on the
spot the force vector points at and equals 37 MPa. As a matter of fact, the
forces that are expected to appear during the flight are spread over larger
areas, therefore it can be assumed that a 4mm aluminum ground plate should
be able to resist the accelerations during launch and flight.
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Deflection f = F*L^3/(3*E*I) = 5,6mm
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SCHEMATICS,

BOARD

LAYOUTS,

PINOUTS
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- 128 Figure 47: mainboard

Figure 48: measurement PCB
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Figure 49: stepper-driver-PCB

Figure 50: linear actuator
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Figure 51: layout-mainboard

figure 52: layout-mainboard
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figure 53: motor-PCB

figure 54: motor-PCB
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figure 55: measurement-PCB

figure 56: measurement-PCB
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APPENDIX D – CHECKLISTS

Assembly
Final checks
Mechanical
#

Item

OK 1

OK 2

OK 3

OK 4

Plate
P1

M.1

No play between motor-mounts and
baseplate

M.2

No play between surface-specimenholder and baseplate

M.3

No play between motor and motor
mount

P1

M.4

No play between upper and lower
guidance blocks

P1

M.5

No friction between arm and
guidance blocks

P1

M.6

Motors are moving as intended
(spring is deforming noticeably)

P1

Gecko material is detaching from
surface sample as intended (sound
noticeable)

P1

M.7

P2
-

-

-

P1

-

-

-

P2
P2
P2
P2
P2

P2

Electrical
#

Item

E.1

No voltage on load cell wires

E.2

No voltage on stepper wires

E.3

No voltage on end stop wires

E.4

Cables in screw terminals motor

OK 1

OK 2

OK 3

OK 4

Plate
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
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wires to stepper driver PCB OK?

P2

E.5

Cables in screw terminals load cell
wires to measurement PCB OK?

P1

E.6

DSUB connection stepper driver PCB
to mainboard

E.7

DSUB connection measurement PCB
to mainboard

E.8

DSUB connection endstop-switches
to mainboard

E.9

SD-card inserted correctly

P2

E.10 Power on

Software
#

Item

S.1

Motors are homing correctly

S.2

SODS detected

S.3

LO detected

S.4

SOE detected

S.5
S.6

Below, you can find a general checklist, which, if everything works out,
ensures a proper experiment sequence:

OK
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general visual check of the experiments structure
no relative motion of following components ?
motor-mounts <> baseplate
surface-specimen-holder <> baseplate
motor <> motor mount
upper and lower guidance blocks
visual check of the PCBs:
mainboard
measurement-PCB
steppe-driver-PCB
no tension on wires
load cell wires
stepper wires
end stop wires
cables in screw terminals OK?
motor wires <> stepper driver PCB
load cell wires <> measurement PCB
DSUB's connected to mainboard?
stepper driver PCB <> mainboard
measurement PCB <> mainboard
endstop switches <> mainboard
SD-card inserted correctly?
Power on
motors are homing correctly
no obvious friction between arm and guidance

category
ok?
mechanical
mechanical
mechanical
mechanical
mechanical
mechanical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical
electrical

notes

event
software
mechanical

SODS
serial data available? (via serial to usb converter)
LO & SOE

software
event

motors are moving as intended (spring is deforming noticeably)
general
gecko material is detaching from surface sample as intended general
(sound noticeable)
serial data from experiment available?
software
experiment controllable via serial data?
software
serial data valid/not corrupted?
software
EOE

event

check whether data on the SD-card matches expected or previosly
general
confirmed data
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APPENDIX F - SOFTWARE
Software Flow
Startup Output

Startup Diagnostics

Enables the output queue to the downlink and the storage devices

Enables the Diagnostics

Wait for SOE

Status Check

Power up

Experiment has not been active yet

SOE recieved
Experiment has been active already

Experiment

Calibration finished

Calibration

End of Microgravity

End of Experiment

Figure 57: Software Overview
Check for previous activity
Checks if the experiment has been active yet.
To do so it will compare
SOE and LO both set?
Saved "Experiment started" flag set?

Goes to „Wait for SOE“

Wait for SOE

Experiment has been active before

Generate error frame
Generates an error frame and puts it on the output queue

Goes to „Calibration“

Calibration

Figure 58: Software - Status Check

Check for SOE and LO
Check if both SOE (Start of Experiment) and LO (Liftof) signals are set

SOE and LO both set

Store SOE
Save "Experiment started" flag as true
Calibration
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Figure 59: Software - Wait for SOE
Retract Motors to base Position
(executed for each motor)
Activate Motor Control

Motor fault detected

Enables the motor controlling

Disable motor in flags

Yes

Feedback
Feedback line active?

No

Done
No

Retract a Step
And check if retracted many times before

To „Experiment“

Experiment

Figure 60: Software – Calibration
Rotate plates
(until Done for all rotation plates)
End of Experiment

Feedback

no

Next position reached?

yes

Done

no

SOE still active

Move further

See if we are still in microgravity

And push plate position to output stream

yes

Extract Arms
(until Done for all Arms)

Retract Arms
(until Done for all Arms)

Measure Force

Measure Force

And push it to the output queue
Waited 1/50 of a second

yes

And push it to the output queue

> max pushing force

No, wait 1/50 of a second

< max pushing force

Done
Feedback

Arm feedback set?

Extract further
And push arm position to output queue

Retract further
Done

And push arm position to output queue

Figure 61: Software – Experiment

No

Pactes in output queue?
Checks if there are packages in the output queue
Started

Pop Packet
Removes oldest known package from the output queue

yes

Push to storage device 2
Push oldest package

Stores the oldest known package to the seconday storage device

Pushes to oldest known package onto the Downstream
Push to storage device 1
Stores the oldest know package to the primary storage device

Figure 62: Software - Output thread
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Log

Check Motors

Push Current system status to output queue

Check for anomalies in motor positions

Not found

Started
found

Disable Coresponding Motor
Disable in the motor status flags
Wait
Wait 1/4 of a second

Figure 63: Software - Diagnostics Thread

For each Motor group until Done
Started

Activate group

no

Give the signal on the motor activation line

Done

Relative movement requested?

Deactivate group
Deactivate via the activation line
yes

For each motor until Done
Motor still active and relative movement left?

no

Not blocked in flags?

Wait some time
length not specified yet

yes

Done

Step once

Store new relative value

invert step line

store what is left for that motor

Figure 64: Software - Motor Control Thread
Transmission and Storage Protocol
All transmission and storage data are capsuled into a package.
Before a package is transmitted a start-of-package (SOP) sequence is
sent/stored. This is a single byte of the fixed format “11011011”.
Every package has the following format:
Table 4: Overview of package structure
Offset

Length

Description

0x0

2

Type of Package

0x2

1

Checksum

0x3

1

Type of Package
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0x4

0..n

Data section (length
depends on the package
type)

The following package types exsist:
Table 5: Package types
Type (offset 0x2 in package)

Description

0x0

Command Package

0x1

Data Package

0x2

Status Package

The Status Package
The status package holds information about the health and the status of the
system. The following table describes the data sections contents for a status
package.
Table 6: Status package structure
Offset

Length

Description

0x0

1

Experiment state

0x1

1

Experiment
Flags

0x2

1

Unit Status

0x3

4

Time of last state
change (in units of ticks,
aka
10th
of
milliseconds)

Status

Each bit of the Status flag represents a status. The following table shows what
each represents.
Table 7: Status package structure - status flag usage
Bit

Description

Meaning if 0

Meaning if 1

0

SOE signal

Not active

active

1

LO signal

Not active

active

2

SODS signal

Not active

Active

3

Experiment

Not yet started

Already started

4

Debug

Experiment not in Experiment
debug mode
debug mode

in
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5

Selfcheck failed

Selfcheck had no Some error has
problems
bee detected

6

Signal override

Signals
rocket

7

NA

NA

from Signals
overwritten
debug mode

by

NA

The Measurement Package
The Measurement package holds the current 16 bit values of the sensors.
Table 8: Measurement package structure
Offset

Length

Description

0x0

4

Timestamp (in ticks, aka
10 of milliseconds)

0x1

2*8 (16)

The 8
values

16-bit

sensor

8.2.2 The Command Package
The Command Package is sent by the the uplink towards the experiment and
control its flow.
Table 9: Command package structure
Offset
0x0

Length
1

Description
Type of the command

0x1

1

Parameter 1

0x2

1

Parameter 2
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APPENDIX G: BOLT AND NUT LOCKING
Item

Qty.

Connection

Hex socket screw
M4x35

8

Specimen holder

Torque
(Nm)
3

Selflocking nut M4

8

Specimen holder

3

Countersunk screw M2

16

Gecko material
mount

Hex socket screw
M4x25

8

Force sensor

3

Hex socket screw
M5x50

32

Linear guidance
blocks

6

Selflocking nut M5

96

Linear guidance
blocks

6

Hex socket screw M5x8

16

Linear guidance
bottom plate

6

Hex socket screw
M4x20

16

Linear actuator
mount

3

Hex socket screw
M4x30

16

End stop to linear
actuator mount

3

Selflocking nut M4

32

Linear actuator
mount

3

Hex socket screw
M3xXX

16

3

Hex sock0et screw
M2x20

16

Linear actuator to
linear actuator
mount
End stop

0.35

Selflocking nut M2

16

End stop

0.35

Hex socket screw
M4x30

14

Electronics box

3

Selflocking nut M4

14

Electronics box

3

Washer M4

26

Electronics to
electronics box

-

Hex socket screw
M4x25

12

Electronics to
electronics box

3

Selflocking nut M4

12

Electronics to
electronics box

3

0.35

LOCTITE

X
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Hex socket screw
M5x15

24

Baseplate to
brackets

6

Washer M5

24

Baseplate to
brackets

-

Selflocking nut M5

24

Baseplate to
brackets

6
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APPENDIX H: PLOTTING DATA
The graphs below show the data gathered by our second run of the
experiment.
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APPENDIX I – ABSTRACT FOR PAC SYMPOSIUM
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APPENDIX J – PRESENTATION FOR PAC SYMPOSIUM
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